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Building
workers
face 20%
pay cuts

Fiscal
Compact
“worst
response
to crisis”

By Scott Millar

on the gains made by working
people since the Second World
War. It’s about reducing pension provision, cutting public
services, eroding people’s rights
at work and driving down the
cost of labour.”
The EU leaders have agreed
to pour billions into the banking system at low interest rates
in the hope that lending will
resume and people will begin
spending again. They are also
hoping to convince financial
institutions which lend to governments that they will get
their back, thus enabling countries to borrow at sustainable
rates.
“State spending is to be curtailed, huge dollops of money
are to be pumped into the
banks at low interest rates to
enable them to shore up their
balance sheets and workers are
to be attacked left, right and
centre,” O Connor said.
“The objective is to re-calibrate the banking system in the
hope that lending will resume
and people will begin spending
Continued on page 2

See page 5 for more info.

Cork Council of Trade Unions is organising a

Demonstration to support the Vita Cortex workers
Saturday 11th February
Picture: Derek Speirs

The Fiscal Compact agreed by
25 EU governments is the worst
imaginable response to the
challenge of recession and stagnation, SIPTU President, Jack
O’Connor, has said. The
Agreement, which seeks to
enforce strict budget discipline
across Europe, will have a far
reaching effect on people’s lives
across the EU by reducing pension provision, cutting public
services, eroding people’s rights
at work and driving down the
cost of labour, he said.
“All the countries concerned
have agreed to increase taxation
and dramatically cut public
spending - in other words a coordinated contraction against
the background of the most
serious recession since the
1930’s. It is hard to imagine a
worse response to the challenge
of recession and stagnation,”
Jack O’Connor said.
“It’s not about stimulating
job creation through investment - it’s actually the reverse.
The “restructuring” envisaged is
code for the most savage assault

Picture Photocall

By Frank Connolly

SIPTU will strongly resist
Construction Industry Federation
(CIF) attempts to slash building
workers’ wages by 20%.
The union is organising a series
of meetings with members in the
construction industry across the
country to discuss what actions
will be taken to combat proposals
from building company bosses to
reduce wages by 20% across the
board and by nearly 40% for new
entrants to the industry.
SIPTU Utilities and Construction
Division Organiser, Christy
McQuillan, described the proposed cuts as “an outrageous
attack on workers livelihoods.”
He added that he would be seeking a mandate from SIPTU members to pursue a “relentless campaign of resistance” against the
proposals contained in a letter the
CIF sent to the Construction
Industry Committee of Congress
late last month.
In the letter the CIF also states
it is seeking to make workers
work an hour longer before earning overtime payments and curtail
travelling allowances, a move
which could see reductions of up
€50 in daily pay.

Assemble at 2pm outside Connolly Hall, Cork to Grand Parade

ORGANISING FOR FAIRNESS AT WORK AND JUSTICE IN SOCIETY • WWW.SIPTU.IE • JOIN ONLINE
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Over 300 people took part in a march to Dun Laoghaire Town Hall on Friday 3rd February in support of quality public services and against recent attacks on the Croke Park Agreement. “The decision to hold this march
was made by the SIPTU Shop Stewards representing workers in the Council” according to SIPTU Organiser
Conor O’Gorman. He said that Council staff wanted to stand up to attacks on public services and those who
provide them.

New employment agreement
for contract cleaners
THE Labour Court has formally registered an industry-wide employment agreement for the contract
cleaning industry.
The agreement came into force
on 3rd February and will run for
six months to facilitate further
industry-wide negotiations.
It also makes legal the terms of
the previous Employment
Regulation Order (ERO) for contract cleaners.
Since the High Court struck
down the ERO system last July,
workers in the contract cleaning
industry (and other ERO-related
industries) have been in limbo. If
they were not organised, they were
prone to pay cuts while other
downward changes to their contracts of employment could be
enforced without their agreement.
SIPTU, the contract cleaners’

union, sought a new agreement with the Irish Contract
Cleaning Association which
represents more than 80% of
the employers in the industry.
Owen Reidy, SIPTU’s
Sector Organiser for the
Contract Cleaning and
Security Services Sector said:
“This agreement will be of
great significance to contract
cleaners across the country
as it restores the terms and
conditions of employment
under their previous employment
regulation order.
“It also facilitates a more level
playing pitch when it comes to tendering for business and will prevent some employers exploiting
the price of labour as a means to
win contracts unfairly.”

Contract cleaners protesting

He added: “This industry-wide
agreement between the union and
the employers demonstrates more
clearly now than ever that in these
challenging economic times, it is
essential that cleaners organise
themselves in SIPTU to demand
respect and dignity at work.”

Continued from page 1

Fiscal Compact “worst response to crisis”
again. Parallel with this, it is hoped
that the institutions which lend
money to governments will be reassured that they will get it back,
thus in turn enabling countries to
borrow at sustainable rates. If all
this works out, the “markets”, those
at the top of the financial system
and the governments will all be very
happy. The crisis will have been
solved completely at the expense of
working people.”
Jack O’Connor said that there is
no precedent in history for a co-

ordinated contraction on this scale
succeeding.
“If this plan fails to kick start consumer spending all across Europe
the consequences of increasing taxation and cutting spending in every
country simultaneously will come
home to roost, resulting in renewed
stagnation and even depression.
There are some indications of
recovery in the US. Ironically, this is
coming about as a result of the pursuit of policies by the Obama
administration which are the direct

opposite of the path being followed
in Europe,” he said. He also said
that it would be disastrous for the
Irish people to insert the terms of
the Fiscal Compact agreement into
the Constitution.
“The most important thing is to
ensure that this measure is kept out
of the Constitution at all costs, not
whether we have a referendum,”
Jack O’Connor said.
See page 11.
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SIPTU points out
that workers will be
able to secure
premium payments
through plans for a
code of practice to
be developed by
JLCs
Pictures: Photocall Ireland

Some progress on new
law to protect low paid

L

OW paid workers will
still be protected by a
new system of Joint
Labour Committees following intensive lobbying by
SIPTU and other trade unions.
The new JLCs, proposed by
Minister for Jobs Enterprise and
Innovation, Richard Bruton, in
late December will also be able to
provide for overtime rates, pensions and sick pay which were not
previously available in all the lowpaid sectors covered by the previous JLC system.
The previous system was
offered up to the EU/ECB/IMF
Troika by the last Government in
late 2010. To make matters worse
the High Court effectively ruled
the JLCs unconstitutional in July
last year.
SIPTU Vice-President, Patricia
King, said that she is disappointed
that the premium for working on
Sundays has not

Patricia
King: All
workers
previously
covered
by JLCs
will
continue
to be
covered

been included in the proposed
changes to the Joint Labour
Committee (JLC) wage setting
mechanism.
However, she noted that lowpaid workers covered by the provisions in the Bill will be able to
achieve a Sunday premium
through a code of practice to be
developed by the JLCs.
She also said that while the
number of JLCs has been reduced
from 13 to six, all workers previously covered by the wage setting
mechanism will continue to be
protected under the new provisions.
“In July, the minister
announced his intention to introduce legislation which effectively
dismantled the Employment
Regulation Orders (EROs) and
Registered Employment
Agreements (REAs) which set
rates of pay and conditions for
low paid workers.
“Since then, SIPTU and other
trade unions and organisations
representing low-paid workers
have campaigned intensively to
ensure that all workers previously
covered by the wage setting mechanism will continue to be protected under the new provisions.
“We have managed to achieve
this although we are disappointed
that the Sunday premium is
excluded from the latest provisions. Workers will, however, be able to achieve a
Sunday premium

through a new code of practice to
be developed by the JLCs.”
She said that the minister had
also agreed to include provisions
to ensure that employers pleading
“inability to pay” the agreed JLC
rates would have to satisfy the
Labour Court that they are genuinely not able to do so. They will
also have to satisfy the court that
any exemption granted will have
to take into account any distortion effect in the relevant industry.
“Again we are unhappy that the
minister has allowed employers
an exemption of up to two years,
whereas we had sought a maximum of one year,” Patricia King
added.
“Originally, it was proposed that
there would only be one adult
rate for workers covered by the
JLC system but we have achieved
a basic adult rate and two higher
rates based on experience and
service in the industry.
“The minister had sought to
have the increases based on service with the employer.”
“Crucially, the minister has not
proceeded with his intention to
include a reference that the JLC
must take into account pay in
equivalent employments in
Northern Ireland and the UK
when setting rates here,” Patricia
King said.
This has been replaced by a reference to wages in “other relevant
jurisdictions”.
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MISC recovers half
a million in a month
By Tom O’Driscoll

SIPTU’s Membership Information
and Support Centre (MISC) recovered more half a million euro for
members in December.
A total of €0.53 million was won
in compensation or in claims settlements at employment rights bodies
during the three weeks leading up
to Christmas.
Activity levels remain high and
MISC staff attended 328 meetings,
consisting both of consultations
with members and engagements
with management during the
month.
Staff also took part in 37 hearings
at various fora throughout the
country.
“There has been a marked
increase in individual cases and
this trend is recession driven” said
Tom O’Driscoll, Head of the SIPTU
Legal Rights Unit and MISC.
He underlined the great credit
due to staff for all their efforts during MISC’s first year of operation.
“While we don’t expect to recover
sums of such magnitude every
month, the reality is that members
are not just interested in recovering
sums of money from delinquent
employers but look upon union
assistance and representation as a
means to recover their self-respect
and dignity after bad experiences in
the workplace.
“Quite a high percentage of cases
are settled at enterprise level. It is
shown consistently that the higher
the level of SIPTU organisation in
the employment, the greater is the
chance that the member’s problem
will be resolved before the need for

referral to a third party.”
Tom O’Driscoll said: “We are constantly building up our knowledge
and experience at the centre and a
lot of effort is put into resolution at
workplace level.
“The best results are obtained in
organised employments with the
help and support from shop stewards and officials from the various
divisions of SIPTU.
“The work of MISC is not about
individualising members’ problems
but ensuring that this specialised
department is part of the organic
whole that is the organising mission.”
Pointing out that there were “big
challenges coming down the line”
with reforms to employment rights
bodies, he underlined that MISC
would “adapt to meet the changes”.
Tom O’Driscoll added: “This
reform will see an amalgamation of
the various bodies into a single
body of first instance and an
appeals body which is expected to
be the present Labour Court.
“MISC is well placed in this new
initiative because there is also a
greater emphasis on Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) where a
stage of mediation and conciliation
at employment level is planned as a
necessary step before adjudication.
“This is familiar territory for
union staff and activists and MISC
will strive to ensure that membership of SIPTU is an attractive alternative to costly legal representation
for individual workers,” he concluded.

Congress warning on
agency bill ‘loopholes’
CONGRESS has warned that “loopholes and flaws” in the Agency
Workers’ Bill could serve to undermine the purpose of the original
Agency Workers Directive, along
with existing equality legislation.
In late January a Congress delegation, including Vice-President,
Patricia King, briefed the
Oireachtas Select Sub-Committee
on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation
on union concerns in relation to
the draft legislation.
Congress Legislation and Legal
Affairs Officer, Esther Lynch, said
that unions had expressed the fear
that the bill as drafted contained
numerous flaws and loopholes

which could serve to undermine
the original directive, which aimed
to introduce equal conditions for
agency workers, and could damage
existing Irish equality legislation.
Esther Lynch said that these
loopholes would also mean that
“unscrupulous firms would be able
to under-cut decent employers and
conditions generally could worsen”.
She added: “As its stands we are
not convinced that the Bill meets
what should be its primary objective of ensuring equality of treatment for agency workers.”
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Concerns raised over
Newbridge Credit Union
By Adrian Kane

PEOPLE IN Newbridge, county
Kildare, were surprised to see their
credit union become the recent
focus of media attention.
No dividend has been paid by
Newbridge Credit Union in recent
years although it would certainly
not be alone in this. In a dramatic
development in mid January the
Central Bank appointed a special
manager to run the credit union following concerns about its financial
position.
The Central Bank and Credit
Institutions (Resolutions) Act was
used for the first time to install
Luke Charleton of Ernst Young to
run the credit union.
The Central Bank and the
Regulator had appointed specialist
staff to credit unions in financial
difficulty many times over the last
two years but the arrival of the special manager and his team of highlypaid accountants caused a quite a
stir in the town – not least among
the staff and management at the
credit union.
It also raised concerns across the
credit union movement nationally
as to whether interested parties are
attempting to influence the future
direction of the movement with an
eye on its substantial reserves.
The Registrar of Credit Unions,

James O’Brien, has publicly stated
he wishes to see no more than a
100 credit unions following the
restructuring of the movement
across the country. At present,
there are approximately 430 credit
unions in operation. However, individual credit unions want to retain
their autonomy and their crucial
role within local communities.
Indeed the strength of the movement is derived from its sense of
the local. People have not withdrawn support from their local credit unions to any great extent
because it is “their” credit union.
The credit union movement is
probably second to the trade union
movement as the most important
civic society, co-operative movement in the country.
The Regulator is attempting to
impose the same regulatory structure, primarily designed for commercial banking, on the credit
union sector.
The vast majority of credit unions
have run their financial affairs well
and, in most cases, a lot more pro-

fessionally than the casino bank
chiefs who have brought the country to its knees.
Some credit unions, developed
unwise lending practises during the
Celtic Tiger years but they are the
exception rather than the rule.
The sector may need regulatory
review but any such agenda must
balance regulatory oversight with
the sense of autonomy and local
control which are the very strengths
of the movement.
These issues are not in themselves incompatible. The fault lines
are set with a regulatory regime that
fundamentally believes that greater
oversight can only be achieved
through reducing radically the number of credit unions.
The credit union movement that
will best serve its members in the
21st century is one that focuses on
the needs of members through
sound investment policies, retention of local control and of decent
jobs.
As one of the largest in the country, the survival of the Newbridge
organisation, efficiently run and
staffed from within the local community, is an important test case for
the credit union movement in
Ireland.

LETTER

Questions that need answers
Dear Editor
Would the appointment of a special manager to run Newbridge
Credit Union have anything to do
with the €15 billion in savings in
credit unions throughout the country?
Would it be anything to do with
the Registrar of Credit Union’s
intention to consolidate the 430
credit unions in the country to 100?
The credit union movement is
one of the last bastions of democracy in this country. Each credit union
has a distinct and important role in
Irish society and has close links to
local communities in which it plays
a vital role:
• Giving people access to affordable credit.

• The loans and dividends paid
out are spent in the local economy.
• The board of directors of each
credit union stems from their local
community.
• They support their communities through sponsorship and donations to clubs and organisations.
• Provide employment in their
locality.
On a personal note, I have been a
member of Newbridge Credit Union
for decades and am involved in an
organisation of young people which
has been supported by it since its
inception.
I thank Newbridge Credit Union
for its support and friendship.
Terry Moore
Newbridge, Co. Kildare

Call to ease energy cost for low-paid
The approach favoured by the
Government’s recently published
affordable energy strategy is
flawed, SIPTU policy analyst,
Loraine Mulligan, said at the
Energy Action conference on Fuel
Poverty in Dublin Castle on
Monday (6th February). She said
that while the strategy of improving the energy efficiency of
homes for people experiencing
fuel poverty was sound it was too
narrowly focused.
“While it is necessary to focus
on the most extreme cases, the
plan fails to address the hardship

many ordinary workers face, particularly the working poor, in
meeting their energy bills.
According to the policy document,
there were 44,000 ‘working poor’
households who are experiencing
energy poverty in 2009. Yet there
are no specific measures proposed
for this group.
“It is important to target lowwage families who are not currently covered by the fuel
allowance. This could be done by
extending eligibility to those in
receipt of the Family Income
Supplement.

Picture: Photocall Ireland
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Rehab Group Not for whose profit?
By Louise O’Reilly

THE Rehab Group is a “not for
profit” organisation which delivers training and rehabilitation to
thousands of people with disabilities right across the country.
The company markets itself as
a caring, inclusive organisation
dedicated to helping and empowering people and this is true of
the good work done on ground
by frontline staff who deliver
training, providing home support
and distance learning (among
many other activities).
However, if recent media
reports about the salaries at the
top in Rehab Group are to be
believed then this organisation is
profitable for some people.
Last year, this “not for profit”
company made a handsome profit of €2.3 million and yet they
can’t find the money to honour a
Labour Court recommendation
which directed them to repay to
staff a modest payment given at
Christmas which was withdrawn
without consent.
A week’s wages probably doesn’t mean much to Chief
Executive, Angela Kerins, who
earns €234,000 annually, plus
benefits of course.
A week’s wages, however,
means a significant amount to

those that we represent and to
have it taken from them just
before Christmas is nothing short
of mean spirited.
We pursued this through the
normal industrial relations channels and the Labour Court found
that the staff were entitled to
have this money paid back.
That was two years ago and the
Rehab Group have not paid a cent
to our members since then.
While we were in discussions
over the Christmas money the
company went a step further and
applied a pay cut to the staff in
two divisions (National Learning
Network and Rehabcare) without
proper or adequate consultation.
This time the Labour Court recommended that we engage a
financial assessor to examine the
books. After this was done, the
court awarded our members compensation for their loss. That
was in mid-January.
We understand that Angela
Kerins has found time in
between meetings to “consider”
this recommendation. We are
waiting on a response.
In the meantime, our members
are waiting for this profitable
‘not-for-profit’ company to deliver. And yet it seems when they

want to find money, they can –
just not for their staff.
In the last 12 months, the Rehab
Group have engaged in some quite
high-profile spending.
Radio advertisements which
will run for give weeks on
Newstalk, FM104 and Q102,
a series of supplements in the
Irish Times,
maintenance of a fleet of cars,
including at least one high spec
Audi for the senior staff,
and a significant investment
in interactive whiteboards (none
of which were requested by staff
or learners, as far as we are aware.
It was reported in May 2010
that the salaries of the Rehab
Group executives are not paid
from the state or from fundraising.
The Rehab Group has only one
other source of funding – Rehab
Enterprises.
This is another division of the
company which employs people
with disabilities and it is worth
noting that this group escaped pay
cuts because had they been
imposed it would have put many
of the workers below the minimum
wage.
While the chief executive earns
€234,000 a year, a general operative
by comparison earns between €8.65

and €10.68 per hour.
Our members in the Rehab
Group are sickened and angered
by media reports of the lavish
packages enjoyed by the executives in the company, especially
when we compare the salaries
and benefit packages to those of
workers who deliver services on
the ground:
Care workers receive €12.10
per hour, while
Canteen assistants/cleaners
get €11.77 per hour. And these
people are being made to wait for
the very modest amount of
money which is owed to them
by the Rehab Group.
It’s a tale of two companies
really – the one that Ms Kerins
works for and the one that pays
disabled workers just over the
minimum wage.
Louise O’Reilly is SIPTU Health
Division’s Sector Organiser

Tale of two companies: The Rehab Group Chief
Executive Angela Kerins earns €234k a year
plus benefits while care workers take home
€12.10 an hour...
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SIPTU to resist CIF’s attack
on building workers’ pay
By Scott Millar

ATTEMPTS by construction
employers to further drive down
wages in the construction industry
will be met with a campaign of
resistance, SIPTU Utilities and
Construction Division Organiser,
Christy McQuillan has said.
McQuillan was responding to a
demand from the Construction
Industry Federation (CIF) for building workers’ wages to be slashed by
20% across the board and by nearly
40% for new entrants to the industry.
In a letter to the Construction
Industry Committee of Congress,
the CIF also says it is seeking to
make workers work an hour longer
before earning overtime payments
and curtail travelling allowances, a
move which could see reductions
of up €50 in daily pay.
“This is an outrageous attack on
workers’ livelihoods. That the CIF
would even think of making a
claim to massively reduce workers’
pay only a year after a 7.5% reduction was introduced in deference to
protecting jobs in the industry is
completely unacceptable,” said
McQuillan.
The attempt to drive down pay
rates for new entrants to the construction industry from a current
€13.77 an hour to the minimum
wage of €8.65 per hour was something that particularly outraged
SIPTU, according to McQuillan.
“SIPTU will be holding a country-

wide and site-wide consultation
process with our members in the
coming weeks to inform them fully
of this attack on their livelihoods
and discuss what they believe the
response should be.
“I am sure they will make clear
their support for a relentless campaign of resistance in the weeks
and months ahead,” McQuillan
said.
The CIF demands are even more

severe than a set of changes the
employers’ organisation sought for
the construction industry
Registered Employment Agreement
(REA) in early 2010.
That attempt to reduce wages
was strongly resisted by trade
unions before a process of negotiation and a Labour Court recommendation eventually led to agreement
on a 7.5% pay reduction in February
2011, along with measures to

ensure greater compliance by construction companies with the REA.
The current CIF demand for REA
rates to be further reduced by 20%
would result in ‘A’ grade operatives’
wages being reduced from the current agree rate of €16.69 to €13.35,
while for ‘D’ grade operatives, the
reduction would be from €13.77 to
€11.02.
Also, overtime would apply only
after nine hours work Monday to

Thursday and eight hours on Friday
(it currently applies after eight
hours work Monday to Friday),
with time and a half to apply until
4pm on Saturday (currently double
time is paid on Saturday after
2pm).
Starting times would be 7am, at
employers’ discretion, with crane
drivers to start up to two hours
before others.
Travelling allowance would be
paid only after 10 miles (rather
than five miles) with a maximum
payment of one hour per day.
Employees would have to work at
least eight hours to qualify for a
travel allowance.
The CIF request for pay cuts
comes at a time when work is due
to begin on a number of publiclyfunded major infrastructural projects.
The REA system is also facing
major change with new legalisation
on its operation due to go to committee stage in the Oireachtas later
in February. There are also a number of High Court and Supreme
Court challenges pending to the
constitutionality of the REA system.
McQuillan added: “It is very
unfortunate that just when workers
in the construction industry were
beginning to feel more hopeful
about their jobs and others were
preparing to return to practise their
trades, they are now faced with a
major attack on their wages from
employers.”

Labour Court intervention sought in Lagan Brick dispute
Labour Court intervention sought
in Lagan Brick dispute
SIPTU is to seek the intervention
of the Labour Court in a dispute
concerning the payment of redundancy terms at the Lagan Brick
manufacturing plant in Kingscourt,
county Cavan.
The union’s move follows the
breakdown of talks with Lagan
Brick management at the Labour
Relations Commission (LRC) on
Monday, 6th February, without
agreement on redundancy terms for
25 SIPTU members employed at the
manufacturing plant.
Both sides were presented with a
report, carried out by an independent assessor appointed by the LRC,
which examined the company’s
financial position and the future
viability of the Kingscourt facility.
This report formed the basis of discussions at the LRC conciliation
conference.
SIPTU Organiser, John Regan,
said; “While there was progress

made on some issues on the core
issue of redundancy terms there
remains a large gap between the
parties. The conference broke down
with the union seeking a referral of
the dispute to the Labour Court to
consider all outstanding issues.”
The LRC confirmed that the company was considering its position
on attending the Labour Court and
a reply is expected by Monday (10th
February).
John Regan said; “SIPTU expects
the company to comply with existing agreements and procedures
which will allow both parties to
attend a Labour Court hearing.”
Workers at the Kingscourt Plant
were informed it was closing only
hours before it ceased operation on
15th December.
Since then the workers affected
by the closure have maintained a
round- the-clock protest at the plant
entrance. This will continue until a
final settlement to the dispute is
agreed.

Sinn Fein President Gerry Adams talks to Lagan Bricks workers (from left) Michael Connolly, Philip Clark, Brendan Morris at a public
rally in support of the Vita Cortex workers outside the Dáil in January. Picture: Photocall Ireland
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Justice for the
Vita Cortex workers
Their stand has inspired workers across
Ireland and received the backing of internationally renowned figures but all the Vita
Cortex workers are seeking is their agreed
redundancy payments, reports Scott Millar.
The Vita Cortex complex of
buildings on the Kinsale Road,
Cork, is not an environment that
you would choose to spend one
night in, far less over 50. The
buildings resemble a series of
massive aircraft hangers covering
seven acres and littered with foam
and industrial machines.
Mice are a growing problem at
night, as is the decaying nature of
the foam used as bedding by the
workers as it takes in moisture
and dirt. When Liberty visited the
plant on the seventh week of the
workers sit-in a forlorn Christmas
tree still stood as a reminder of a
festive season spent in these conditions.
As Vita Cortex worker Helen
Crowley, who worked for the company for over 26 years, recalls she
and her colleagues never expected
to be reduced to “sleeping on the
factory floor” to secure agreed
redundancy terms.
During the day the workers
congregate in the small canteen
area perched above the factory
floor. It is here they discuss the
latest turn of events in their struggle to secure the €372,000 outstanding from their agreed redundancy payments.
An aerial shot of the 300 acre
Tipperary stud farm owned by
their former boss, Jack Ronan, lies
on the table alongside numerous
gifts, campaign leaflets and newspaper articles outlining each twist
and turn of the fight.
It is the attitude shown to his
former employees by Jack Ronan
which they say has fueled the
workers’ resolve to maintain the
sit-in as much as the need to
secure the monies he owes them.
Right up untill the day the
plant closed on 16th December
last, they say Ronan was claiming
he was in the process of securing
agreement with NAMA to release
€1.22 million from a Vita Cortex
company account the state agency
had frozen. This amount would
have fully covered the entire
agreed redundancy payments of
2.9 weeks’ pay per year of service

of the 32 workers who were losing
their jobs.
That NAMA was involved at all
was due to Ronan’s difficulties as
a property developer. Bank
accounts upon which Ronan’s
debts were secured have come
under the control of the state
agency thanks to the 2008 Fianna

It is the attitude
shown to his former
employees by Jack
Ronan which they say
has fueled the workers’
resolve to maintain
the sit-in as much as
the need to secure the
monies he owes
them.
Fáil bank guarantee.
As Jim Power, a worker with 42
years’ service in Vita Cortex
recalls; “From the 16th September
we were being told work away
with full co-operation and the
money would be there on the 16th
December when we were leaving.
In the meantime we were being
shown memos that we were told
had been sent to NAMA and
memos that we were told to have
supposed to come from NAMA.
On the 9th December we were
told to bring over bank account
details because the money was
being posted directly from NAMA
into our bank accounts.”
Another worker, Denis Ryan,
even recalls a meeting with managing director, Ian Kirby in his
office just days before the plant
shut, which was disrupted by a
phone call. “He said it was NAMA
on the phone and he was sorting
out the money.”
It has since emerged that at no
time did NAMA reach an agreement with Ronan that funds
would be released to cover his
employees’ redundancy payments.
On the day the factory closed,

and the 32 workers decided unanimously to begin their sit-in, Vita
Cortex worker Mick O’Brien, with
over 40 years’ service, recalls confronting Ronan on his claims.
“Literally we went down to
the board room, walked in and
confronted him and then he
indulged in semantics, the company has no money; it didn’t
mean he had no money. He
repeated that like a mantra but
it’s just a way of him worming
out of his responsibilities.”
The workers decided they
would not leave the plant until
Ronan had paid them their
agreed redundancy payments.
The support of the wider
community proved essential.
While the Cork Council of Trade
Unions helped organise protests
and offer practical assistance.
“This protest is built upon a
real sense of solidarity among the
workers and the wider community. Despite the challenges the
overwhelming support received
from the people of Cork means
the workers’ spirits remain
good,” said Anne Egar.
On Christmas Eve the workers
were visited by SIPTU General
President Jack O’Connor who
pledged to mobilise union members in support of their campaign. Other well-known figures

Christy Moore
will play a Gig in Cork
to show solidarity with the
Vita Cortex workers

Friday 17th February
Triskel Christchurch
at 8pm

SOLD OUT

Vita Cortex workers stand outside the company’s front door on the Kinsale Road,
Cork, on the second day of their sit-in (Provision Photography).

also made solidarity visits to the
plant, including Cork senior hurling manager Jimmy Barry Murphy,
local TDs and the Bishop of Cork,
John Buckley.
The campaign was to become
the first Irish industrial dispute
where Facebook played a prominent role. A Facebook page “Support the Vita Cortex Workers”
– established by supporters, quickly attracted thousands of followers. The Facebook site would play
a key role in publicising protests
in support of the workers at the
plant and outside the Dáil. It was
online also that the campaign
developed its own catch phrase
“keep her lit.”
By early 2012 Jack Ronan was
claiming “inability to pay” and

requesting that the State cover his
former employees’ statutory
redundancy entitlements of two
weeks’ pay per year of service. But
the pressure was not letting up
with a 6th January appearance by
eight of the workers on the Late
Late Show gaining them many
more supporters.
Six days later politicians and
trade union leaders joined hundreds in a protest outside the Dáil
demanding justice for the Vita
Cortex workers. Catherine
McCabe, who had travelled with
13 of her colleagues to attend,
said; “We’re all just overwhelmed
at the support we’ve received. It’s
been hard over recent weeks but
the support has been amazing and
kept us going,”
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attempt by Ronan to use the
workers as “pawns in a cynical
attempt to pressurise NAMA into
resolving his financial issues with
them”.
Jack Ronan had been expected
to identify an unencumbered
asset and agree terms for its handover to NAMA. This would have
allowed NAMA to release certain

Cork Senior Hurling manager, Jimmy Barry Murphy, presents Vita Cortex workers
Sean Kelleher and Alan Walsh with a jersey signed by the team.

SIPTU General Secretary Joe O’ Flynn (centre) looks on as young people show their support
for the Vita Cortex workers at a protest at the plant on 2nd January (Photo: Paula Geraghty).

“I hope that your
courageous and
honourable actions
will be a model that
will inspire others
as well to act
instead of succumbing passively, and
wish you the greatest success in this
just and crucial
campaign for basic
rights.”
funds which Ronan would use to
pay the Vita Cortex workers’
redundancy. However in the final
hours of the talks Ronan withdrew the hand-over of the asset
until NAMA engaged with him on
his wider financial issues.
The talk’s chairman, LRC Chief
Executive Officer Kieran Mulvey,

left the public in little doubt of
what had transpired when he told
RTE radio: “What's separating the
parties here is €372,000. In the
business of industrial relations it
is a drop in the ocean.
“It is not for NAMA to give the
nod, it is for the beneficial owner
of Vita Cortex. NAMA have to be
careful that they also, in their circumstances, are not diluting
assets to the benefit of someone
who is in NAMA and who probably, privately, has the capacity to
pay.”
The LRC set back has left the
workers unbowed as they prepare
for a major rally of their supporters in Cork on 11th February and
a solidarity concert by Christy
Moore in the city six days later.
In recent days the campaign
has escalated with the workers
taking the dispute to the door
step of company director Sean
McHenry and visiting Ronan himself at his stud farm in Tipperary.
Alan Walsh, a Vita Cortex worker with 43 years’ service, said; “It
has been awful and tiring but you
just have to get on with it. We are
determined to stick it out till we
get a resolution.”
For Mick O’Brien awareness of
wider context of the dispute,
keeps him going. “If every businessman in the country behaved
in the manner in which they [the
owners of Vita Cortex] have
behaved there would be no busi-
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nesses left in the country. There
must be a certain level of responsibility to employees who have
built up the business.
On Friday 3rd February a dele-

Alan Walsh, a Vita
Cortex worker with 43
years’ service, said;
“It has been awful and
tiring but you just have
to get on with it. We
are determined to
stick it out until we get
a resolution.”
gation of workers, accompanied by
SIPTU Organiser Anne Egar, met
with Taoiseach Enda Kenny during
his visit to Cork.
The Taoiseach said he would be
meeting with the Minister for
Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation,
Richard Bruton, to be up-dated on
the finances of Vita Cortex owner,
Jack Ronan.
Enda Kenny told the workers
that whatever the State can do to
assist the process of bringing the
dispute to a conclusion would be
done.
Below: The people of Cork show their
support for the Vita Cortex workers on
2nd January (Photo: Paula Geraghty).

PLEASE DISPLAY ON NOTICE BOARD

Vita Cortex workers and SIPTU Organiser Anne Egar (centre) protest outside Dáil Eireann on 12th January.

Addressing the protest SIPTU
Organiser Anne Egar said; “This
fight is going to go on. These
workers are not going anywhere
until they get what they are owed.
No worker wants to spend
Christmas Day sitting in a dark
cold empty factory, sleeping on
the floor without being sure they
are not going away until they get
what the owners of the factory
owe them and promised them.”
Support continued to grow
with former President and UN
Human Rights Commissioner
Mary Robinson writing a letter in
support of the campaign as well as
Christy Moore dedicating renditions of the song “Ordinary Man”
to the struggle at his concerts.
Even the world renowned

author and human rights campaigner Noam Chomsky contacted
the workers by email stating; “I
hope that your courageous and
honourable actions will be a
model that will inspire others as
well to act instead of succumbing
passively, and wish you the greatest success in this just and crucial
campaign for basic rights.”.”
The public pressure seemed to
have paid off with Jack Ronan
finally agreeing to send representatives to a Labour Relations
Commission (LRC) meeting with
SIPTU. Hopes were raised only to
be cruelly dashed when on Friday
20th January the horse owner unilaterally pulled out of the talks.
Anne Egar explained this latest
slight to the workers as an

Cork Council
of Trade Unions
is organising a

Demonstration
to support the
Vita Cortex workers
Saturday 11th February
Assemble at 2pm
outside
Connolly Hall, Cork
to Grand Parade
SIPTU General President Jack O’Connor (centre) meeting with the
Vita Cortex workers at the factory on 24th December 2011.
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I’m all
alright
Jack...
By Scott Millar

T

HE perfect poster boy for the
Celtic Tiger era – and its aftermath – Vita Cortex owner Jack
Ronan, above, is a Tipperary businessman with a diverse range of interests
from stallions to supermarkets.
Although Ronan lives like a millionaire,
driving expensive cars and living on a 300acre stud farm, he claims that he does not
have the resources to pay the workers’
their redundancy.
The 51 year old is, or has been, listed as
the director of more than 27 companies
among them Print Works Ltd, a business
whose other major shareholders include
state agency Enterprise Ireland, Renard Pig
Farms and Web Circle Ltd.
Ronan’s other business interests include
a Tipperary-based bloodstock company,
PIC Ireland Ltd (which assists in the genetic improvement of pigs) and a 50% share
in two crèches in Cork and Arklow.
Among Ronan’s several properties are
the 300-acre Orchardstown stud farm, near
Clonmel, and Sherkin Penthouse at
Lancaster Gate – considered one of Cork’s
best addresses.
Ronan, is no stranger to controversy.
In 2002, he planned to build an incinerator on his lands in south Tipperary. In
the High Court, Ronan said a local campaign to halt the development had caused
him much suffering.
Ronan eventually shelved the incinerator plan.
It is failed property ventures which has
seen Ronan turn many of his debts over to
state agency NAMA.
Ronan became involved with Vita Cortex

through his marriage to the daughter of
Sean McHenry, a director of the company
for decades.
He borrowed almost €10 million from
AIB to purchase the majority shares in the
company, initially pledging collateral unrelated to the company.
When Ronan became the majority shareholder, in 2007, the board of directors was
replaced and the collateral for the loan
passed to company assets.
Shortly after, workers became aware of
plans to cease production at the plant and
develop the site into a shopping centre
and sell part of it to the IRFU (it borders
on Musgrave Park).
The issue as to why the company would
be shut down in order for its owner to
take another punt on the property market
was raised a number of times by worker
representatives at meetings with management but never fully resolved.
A spirited, but largely inaccurate defence
of Jack Ronan and Sean McHenry’s
response to the Vita Cortex crisis was
given by Sean’s son, John McHenry, in a
letter to the Irish Examiner (26th January).
The younger McHenry’s claims that
Minister for Agriculture, Simon Coveney,
was somehow involved in backroom discussions concerning NAMA and the Vita
Cortex dispute provoked the Fine Gael
politician into a forceful denial.
Coveney made clear he had never in any
way lobbied NAMA, something that is illegal under legalisation governing the state
agency, and that he believed Ronan should
do all in his power to end the dispute.

...‘No shareholders
or fat cats benefit
from our business’
THE Hospital Saturday Fund (HSF health
plan) provides an easy and affordable way
to help you spread the cost of everyday
health care bills.
Operating in Ireland since 1949, the
HSF health plan allows customers to pay
a small monthly premium for the policy
that suits them best.
They can then claim money back as and
when medical treatments are required.
The HSF health plan covers the cost of
everyday healthcare, including dentist
and GP visits, rather than hospital procedures. However, stays in hospital are also
provided for with customers able to claim
back money for nights spent in hospital
care.
HSF health plan’s National Sales
Manager, Roy Smith, said: “Expenses are
usually reimbursed within seven to 10
days. Costs covered by the plan include
those for specialist care such as physiotherapy and chiropody, as well as dental,
optical and GP cover.
“Our customer base is growing as people look for more affordable alternatives
to increasingly costly private health insurance”
There are seven different primary cover
plans to choose from, with contributions
ranging from €9.50 to €55 per family per
month.
There are also three different extra

cover policies with regular contributions
ranging from €52.50 to €81 per family per
month.
The regular monthly contribution covers your whole family – you, your partner
and your children under the age of 21
residing at the same address.
HSF has had a relationship with SIPTU
Membership Services since the middle of
2009.
“We find that union customers value
the HSF’s affordability and reliance. Many
also appreciate the fact that the HSF is a
registered charity whose profits are put
back into healthcare projects within the
community.
“There are no shareholders or fat cats
benefiting from our business,” said Roy
Smith.
Initially established in 1873 in London
by the Twelfth Earl of Meath to give
working people an opportunity to contribute to the upkeep of their local hospitals, the HSF grew by providing the benefits of health insurance to a wider audience.
Today, HSF Health Plan covers more
than 100,000 Irish people, with money
pay-outs towards everyday health costs.
For more information contact:
HSF health plan @ (lo-call) 1890
473473 or visit www.hsf.ie
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The Henkel SIPTU workplace committee; Emma Billane, Tony Flynn, SIPTU Organiser Michelle Quinn, Jim Fuery and Shayne O’Donoghue

Sticking together!
L

IKE many workplaces,
adhesive manufacturer
Henkel has in recent years
experienced pressures
brought about by the impact of the
economic downturn and changing
management approaches.
However, an active SIPTU workplace committee has, according to
chief shop steward Jim Fuery,
played a key role in ensuring that
working conditions have been safeguarded and workers have maintained an influence over the pace
and type of change.
“The most important thing is to
listen to your colleagues. It’s a bit
of an art form you have to learn.
“You can’t just assume you know
what they want. You have to listen
closely, then represent them,” says
Jim, who has seen his role adapt
over the five years he has served as
chief shop steward.
“With the end of national partnership deals, local bargaining has
become more important. We
always had local bargaining but
partnership gave a base line. Now, I
suppose, in negotiations you’re
starting from scratch.”
Henkel, which is headquartered
in Düsseldorf, has been operating

Scott Millar talks to SIPTU shop stewards at adhesive
manufacturer Henkel and finds a renewed focus at
shop floor level on the importance of local bargaining
in Ireland since the mid-1960s with
the company expanding from an
initial site in Ballyfermot, Dublin,
to a second in Tallaght.
Each of the four departments
within the company elects its own
SIPTU shop steward who takes
their place on the four-person
workplace committee for a twoyear term.
The shop stewards are elected at
general meetings of the 110 SIPTU
members at the company which
are held once every few months.
Shayne O’Donoghue, who represents anaerobic plant workers at
the company, says: “We put out
suggestion boxes prior to these
meetings and what is put into
these is then discussed by the committee.”
General meetings can be lively,
but Jim adds, “the important thing
is everybody gets their say but
once a vote is held we then speak
with one voice.”
Shayne finds the various duties

of a shop steward – from representing workers in disciplinary
hearings to helping improve safety
time – consuming, but rewarding.
“Committee meetings take place

‘Once people
learn the lesson
that if they stay
together they
will see results,
it is not one they
forget’ Tony Flynn,
shop steward

once a month but, particularly with
the smart phones you’re in contact
with the other committee members on a daily basis to discuss
issues affecting union members.
“But key to our work is the com-

mitment and unity of our members. That is where the committee
gets its strength.”
Only elected to her first term as
a shop steward last October, Emma
Billane found the role a natural
progression from taking an interest
in her working environment.
“You start off concerned with
issues in your own area; people
coming to you with personal issues
regarding wages and that, then you
gravitate towards wanting to know
more and involvement with bigger
issues.”
Tony Flynn is the longest-serving
shop steward at Henkel with more
than 25 years’ experience over a
total career of 38 years at the company.
During this time he has noticed
changing attitudes among workers.
“The way it is now people seem
to be more fearful in general and
reserved about things. I don’t think
this is good. It is important that
people know their rights and

ensure they are respected.
“The union does not have to fire
up people but just inform them of
their rights. Once people learn the
lesson that if they stay together
they will see results, it is not one
they forget.”
All the Henkel worker representatives, apart from Emma who
awaits enrolment, have attended
courses at SIPTU College on shop
steward skills and health and safety.
“The college courses are invaluable both in terms of what you
learn about such issues as changes
in employment legalisation and
also what information you gain
from the contacts you make with
worker representatives in other
companies,” Jim adds.
Shayne is also enthused about
the role new media can play in
sharing knowledge among shop
stewards.
He suggested that a dedicated
Facebook page or blog should be
set up to assist communications
between workplaces.
It is a suggestion the SIPTU
Communications department will
be exploring.

Union wins ex-Woolworths staff £68m redundancy payout
UK shop workers’ union USDAW has won a
massive compensation settlement totalling
£67.8 million for former Woolworths
employees.
The iconic high street retailer went into
administration in November 2008 and by
early January 2009 all of its stores, offices
and distribution centres had been closed.
Now more than 24,000 workers made
redundant at the time will be awarded 60
days' pay. The union won the compensa-

tion in a 20th January judgement following
an employment tribunal in London.
USDAW had argued that the administrators had failed in their legal duty to consult
with the union before making redundancies.
Because the defunct chain was in administration at the time, responsibility for the
compensation lies with the British taxpayer
through the UK government's Redundancy
Payments Office.

It is understood the payout will not
apply to 3,000 former employees who
worked in smaller branches where fewer
than 20 redundancies were made. That
affects staff members who worked in
around 180 of the group’s 814 stores.
USDAW National Officer John Gorle:
“While the award is never going to fully
compensate people for losing their jobs, I'm
sure our members will welcome the money
and appreciate the effort USDAW has made

to secure the compensation for them.
“Cases like this once again demonstrate
the immense value of belonging to a trade
union. However, I'm once again bitterly disappointed that a tribunal has limited the
scope of the award.”
The judgement covers workers in
England, Scotland and Wales. USDAW has
already made a separate and successful
claim for former employees of the defunct
retailer in the North.
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The art of solidarity
side of the scales; power and
money take up the other side, and
it’s hardly a secret that the scales
are out of balance.
Anyone who remembers from
the late 1970s the powerful impact
of the Anti- Nuclear Roadshow,
with Christy Moore, Donal Lunny
and a host of others, will know
what the political impact of these
artists was.
It’s perhaps harder to see what
smaller initiatives on a broader
scale have achieved, but I’ve seen
for myself over the years the effect
that an anthology of poems for
SHINE, a CD for Amnesty, a reading for Simon Community, a concert for Somalia can have.
It isn’t just a question of collecting funds, though we should never
disregard the importance of that –
it’s also about morale, the effect
on morale of making common
cause; it’s about pride, and recognition, and giving.
It’s about saying that, no matter
how the rich and powerful try to
spin it, we are not scrambling for
personal gain above all else, we are
all of us trying, as best we can, in a
thousand different ways, to support each other in making a better,
more human life for all.

By Theo Dorgan

O

NE of the most unpleasant aspects of the Celtic
Tiger years was the disdain bordering on contempt that the rich and their
cheerleaders, with some exceptions of course, had for the arts –
unless, in a handful of rare cases,
the artist was making serious
money.
The chronic underfunding of
social justice organisations like
Simon or Dublin Rape Crisis
Centre points to an equal contempt for all those who were
doing their best to improve the living conditions of the marginalised
and the powerless.
Philanthropic giving among our
nouveaux riches was pitiful in the
extreme compared to more
civilised countries, as was a regard
for and an understanding of the
sacrifices people make in order to
pursue their vocations as artists
and carers.
Now most arts organisations and
social justice organisations are
forced to supplement state and
local authority funding
from other sources.
This was the case even
in the so-called “good
times”, and is even more
the case in the present
circumstances.
What has struck me
down through the years is
the extraordinary extent
to which artists of all
kinds have given their
time and skills freely to
help raise money for
deserving and necessary causes.
We are all familiar with benefit
concerts, but it’s worth pointing
out, too, that CDs, art auctions,
performances of plays, books of
prose and poetry are also part of
the landscape – artists making
common cause with the helpless,
the powerless and the disrespect-

Sinead O’Connor, Paul Brady and Christy Moore performing at an
anti-racism concert in aid of Amnesty International Pictures: Photocall Ireland

‘What struck me was extraordinary
extent to which artists of all kinds have
given their time and skills to raise
money for deserving & necessary causes’
ed. In every individual case, of
course, participating in something
like this is an act of personal generosity, but there is a political
dimension to this, too, that’s
worth thinking about.
The thing is, it’s normal, or
should be, to take care of the elderly, the disadvantaged, the power-

less – it’s an ordinary human
instinct, and the vast majority of
Irish people don’t think twice
about extending a helping hand.
It’s also normal – or should be –
to support our daughters, sons,
friends, neighbours whose gift it is
to make music, act, write, dance,
paint or sing.
These are essential human activities, normal and central in a

healthy society. And yet… artists
and social justice workers share
the common experience of being
trivialised, condescended to, marginalised by the wealthy and the
powerful.
In other words, in the balance of
political forces as we experience
them in Ireland, the artists, the
poor and those who work with
and care about the poor are on one

There’s a celebration for
the benefit of Irish Penal
Reform Trust coming up,
Abbey Theatre, Dublin, on
Sunday 26th February.
Performers taking part are Nuala
Ní Dhomhnaill, Shaz Oye, Tony
Curtis, Karan Casey & Niall Vallely,
Leanne O’Sullivan, Brian Maguire
& Eddie Cahill (artists), Noel
Shine, Mary Greene & Ellie Shine,
Peter Sheridan, Jimmy Kelly with
Tom Crean & Brian McCarthy, and
Christy Moore.
You might think of coming
along. You might think of this as a
moment in our common struggle
to build a better community. And
of course, the craic will be mighty.

Membership Information & Support Centre (MISC)

8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.,
Monday - Friday
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Fiscal Compact
The Fiscal Compact, an agreement signed
off by the governments of 25 of the 27 EU
countries on 30th January, will have a very far
reaching effect on people’s lives across
Europe. Basically, it provides that governments will keep their national budgets in balance from now on and that state debt will not
exceed 60% of national output (GDP). It also
commits that countries whose debt currently
exceeds that level will get down to it incrementally over the next twenty years.
This means, in effect, that all the countries
concerned have agreed to increase taxation
and dramatically cut public spending - in
other words a co-ordinated contraction
against the background of the most serious
recession since the 1930’s. It is hard to imagine a worse response to the challenge of
recession and stagnation.
However, it is not as straightforward as that
– there’s more! Against the background of
this reassurance to those at the top of the
financial system the European Central Bank
(ECB) is in the process of pumping €1.5 trillion of cheap liquidity into the banks at an
interest rate of only 1%. Apart from keeping

The “restructuring”
envisaged is code for the
most savage assault on the
gains made by working people
since the Second World War.
the banks in business the plan is that they
will buy up government debt thus taking
pressure off the bond markets.
All this is to be accompanied by growth
promoting “restructuring” across Europe. On
the face of it this might look like a good idea.

Liberty Quiz
*Answer the six questions correctly
and you can win a weekend away for
two in one of Ireland’s Fair Hotels.

However, it’s not about stimulating job creation through investment - it’s actually the
reverse. The “restructuring” envisaged is code
for the most savage assault on the gains made
by working people since the Second World
War. It’s about reducing pension provision,
cutting public services, eroding people’s
rights at work and driving down the cost of
labour. This is reflected in the so-called Euro
Plus Pact and the Six Pack (see pages 15 to 19)
and another measure which is in gestation
referred to as Monti 11 (which envisages
restrictions on the right to strike).
All this is a recipe for dramatically increasing the share of national output which goes
to profits and correspondingly reducing
labour’s portion. State spending is to be curtailed, huge dollops of money are to be
pumped into the banks at low interest rates
to enable them to shore up their balance
sheets and workers are to be attacked left,
right and centre. The entire exercise has two
principal objectives. The first is to re-calibrate
the banking system in the hope that lending
will resume and people will begin spending
again. Parallel with this it is hoped that the
institutions which lend money to governments will be re-assured that they will get it
back, thus in turn enabling countries to borrow at sustainable rates.
If all this works out, the “markets”, those at
the top of the financial system and the governments will all be very happy. The crisis
will have been solved completely at the
expense of working people.
This, of course, is grossly unfair. However,
it doesn’t end there because there is no precedent in history for a co-ordinated contraction
on this scale succeeding. Granted it should
result in the appearance of some improvement in the short term because of the €1.3
trillion that is being pumped into the banking
system by the ECB. However, if this fails to

kick start consumer spending all across
Europe the consequences of increasing taxation and cutting spending in every country
simultaneously will come home to roost,
resulting in renewed stagnation and even
depression. There are some indications of
recovery in the US. Ironically, this is coming
about as a result of the pursuit of policies by
the Obama administration which are the
direct opposite of the path being followed in
Europe.
Against the background of all of this the
question of whether we should insist on a
referendum on ratification of the Fiscal
Compact now presents. On the one hand, it is
reasonable to argue that the people should
make the decision on such a far reaching
measure. However, if it was passed it would
mean that the measure would be enshrined
in the Constitution, in perpetuity. There is a
very real danger that this would happen
because all the organs of the establishment
would be mobilised to persuade the people

The most important thing
is to ensure that this measure
is kept out of the Constitution
at all costs, not whether we
have a referendum.
that there is no alternative.
The most important thing is to ensure that
this measure is kept out of the Constitution
at all costs, not whether we have a referendum. In the fullness of time we must hope
that the parties of the left will become more
influential across Europe again and that they
will abandon it.

1) Name the Chief Executive of the Rehab Group?
2) What is the agreed redundancy payment for Vita Cortex workers in terms of weeks pay per year
of service?
3) What is the ‘consultancy firm’ engaged by the Government to advise on the development of the
proposed new utility, Irish Water?
4) Name the General Secretary of the European Trade Union Confederation?
5) What are the names of the two Egyptian teams that were involved in a recent football game after
which crowd violence resulted in over 74 deaths?
6) Bob Gourley led which union for 23 years?
Last month’s winner was: Alan MacSimoin, Education sector, Dublin

*Terms and conditions apply.
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Water privatisation would be big mistake
HANDING over water services to the private
sector would be a “fundamental mistake”,
SIPTU has warned.
SIPTU Sector Organiser, Michael Wall,
made the claim to the Joint Oireachtas
Committee on Environment, Transport,
Culture and the Gaeltacht on 10th January.
He also highlighted the threat to water
services from attempts by a group of civil servants within the Department of Environment
to force the utility into the hands of private
companies.
Michael Wall said that despite overwhelming evidence from Irish and international
studies of their ineffectiveness and higher
costs, the Public Private Partnership (PPP)
funding model for water service infrastructure development was the stated “preferred
option” of the Water Services Investment
Unit of the Department of Environment.
“Since 2001 there has been growing concern at the clear evidence that the department itself has a clear and, indeed, biased
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stand on its preference for the PPP model”,
Michael Wall said.
The SIPTU Organiser said that, over recent
years, workers’ representatives had begun to
“notice a striking similarity” in procurement
reports being produced by local authorities
across the country when seeking department funding of water services infrastructural projects.
These reports invariably sought public
finance for private companies to Design
Build and Operate (DBO) water service facilities.
Michael Wall said: “Local authorities were
given a clear signal that if they wished to see
any hope of progressing their water projects,
it was via a PPP and DBO, in particular, as
the only option.”
He said that the department had engaged
the services of a consultancy firm,
PricewaterhouseCooper (PwC) to assist in
the evaluation of PPP projects and that this
company was also using the term “preferred

option” in relation to DBO-type PPP contracts.
Michael Wall said: “We sought evidence
from the department in relation to the performance of PPPs. Where was the evidence
that Ireland was unique in the world and
PPPs worked in the people’s interest here?
Where was the database to show the financial benefits of the DBO model over conventional models? Such evidence has not been
provided to the workers.”
Drawing attention to specific examples of
the failings of the PPP model in counties
Cork and Wicklow, Michael Wall added: “We
have no doubt that in future years this will
be exposed as a scandal and an abuse of
public monies.”
SIPTU also drew attention to the fact that
PwC has now been engaged by the
Government to advise on the development
of Irish Water – a new state-owned company
to manage the country’s water resources.

Alert over
Dublin fire
brigade call
out charges
SIPTU has raised serious concerns over the
introduction of fire charges across the four
Dublin councils as agreed by Dublin City
Council in its budget late last year.
Essentially, the introduction of the charge
will mean that people who are required to call
out the fire brigade in an emergency as a result
of a domestic fire will be charged several hundred euros by the hour per fire tender.
Before the budget was passed, SIPTU’s Dublin
Fire Brigade section committee lobbied each
and every councillor sitting on Dublin City
Council to oppose the charge; nevertheless the
regressive measure was passed.
Owen Reidy, SIPTU Sector Organiser for
Dublin Fire Brigade, said: “While we appreciate
that revenues for local authorities are declining,
the introduction of fire charges is totally wrong
in this instance, as it is regressive, inequitable
and may lead to loss of lives of both fire-fighters and the public.
“Any delay in calling the emergency services
when faced with a fire, which we think is likely
in some instances with such onerous charges
can prove fatal.”
He added: “We believe a more equitable and
balanced solution to falling revenues would be
to have the 1.5% charge levied on household
insurance fees directed to the funding of the
fire services rather than forcing the already
hard-pressed citizen to pay twice.”

SIPTU has warned
the introduction of
emergency call out
charges in Dublin
is ‘regressive,
inequitable and
may lead to loss
of life’
Picture: Photocall Ireland

DLR county council seeks tender on fire service
By Owen Reidy

MANAGEMENT at Dun Laoghaire
Rathdown County Council has
sought expert advice to evaluate
local fire and rescue services provision with a view to requesting a
tender leading to the appointment
of a service provider.
This is despite Dublin Fire
Brigade having provided the service
for nearly two decades.

And despite the fact that senior
management at DLR have also
described DFB staff as “highly
trained, competent and dedicated”,
providing “a high quality and very
professional fire and rescue service
in Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown”.
It seems quite bizarre that one of
the four Dublin county councils
which Dublin Fire Brigade servic-

es – and which also acknowledges
the quality of that service – would
start the process of spending public money in assessing whether
they need another provider!
The council management does
not seem to get the fact that having
one provider of a fire, emergency
and rescue service with fire-fighters who double up as trained para-

medics is both efficient and provides an integrated service for citizens.
Many other city authorities and
councils both envy and are starting
to consider using the same model
as Dublin, the most recent being
London.
Perhaps the Department of
Environment should seek consul-

tancy services to assess whether, in
these times of austerity, there is a
requirement to have four local
authorities to manage Dublin City
and County and, by extension, the
value of having four city managers
for such an area.
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Think Union
Buy Union
SIPTU encourages you and your family to choose
quality Irish goods manufactured in unionised
workplaces. Making a decision to buy such
products will help protect quality jobs in
Ireland and support the local economy.
Even choosing one additional quality Irish good
for your shopping basket can have a huge impact.
During 2012 SIPTU Manufacturing Division will be rolling out the
Supporting Quality Campaign. Representing almost 50,000
workers in the manufacturing industry, the Supporting Quality
Campaign will see SIPTU working with unionised firms to ensure
that together we can provide maximum exposure to their
brands among our entire membership.

SUPPORTING
QUALITY
Protecting Quality Jobs in Ireland
Promoting Quality Irish Products
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Glanbia dairy products
King Crisps
Tayto Crisps
Hunky Dory crisps
Club Orange
7UP
Pepsi
Cidona
Robinsons Orange
Coca Cola
Fanta
Deep RiverRock
Sprite
Kerrygold
Robert Roberts Tea, Coffee & Snacks
Jameson Whiskey
Connacht Gold co-operative products
Powers Irish Whiskey
Irish Country Meats products
Champion Milk & Butter
Lee Strand Milk
Kerry Group products
Manor Farms Chicken & poultry products
Rangeland Meats
Monopoly board game
Twister board game

Lir Chocolates
Butlers Chocolates
Cadbury’s Chocolates
Barrys Tea
Lakeland Dairies products
Granby pork products
Olhausens pork Products
Bulmers Cider
Greenpack Spring Water
Dawn Fresh Foods
Dawn Pork products
Hilton Foods - (Sold in TESCO)
Heineken Beers, including
Murphy & Beamish Brands
Batchelors tinned foods
Guinness
Midleton Whiskey
Paddy Whiskey
Budweiser
Carlsberg
Dairygold
Baileys cream liqueur
C & D pet foods
Kerry Spring Water
Newbridge Cutlery
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Children under 12 share free for B&B
Talbot Tigers Kids Club
Supervised games, activities and fun!
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Team Ireland
needs Plan B
Picture: Photocall Ireland

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Showing their colours: Protestors from Claming Our Future’s Tax Wealth Campaign outside Dáil last year

By Niall Crowley

W

E NEED a ‘Plan B’ according
to the 60 signatories to a
recent letter in the Irish
Times. Austerity policies are
not working. ‘Plan B’ would invest in
infrastructure, education and labour skills.
It would redistribute income from high to
low and average income earners. Spending
cuts would end and debt would be renegotiated.
Many of the signatories are involved in
Claiming Our Future. A campaign group
has formed in Claiming Our Future to
advance a ‘Plan B’ campaign. The first step
is to crystallise the issues into a set of
demands that builds on the ideas in the
letter and brings forward some of the policy themes already prioritised within
Claiming Our Future.
This campaigning work will need to be
different to a traditional lobby. Popular
demand first needs to be developed for a
‘Plan B’. People need to be convinced that
an alternative is possible and that this
alternative should be based on the values
of equality, environmental sustainability
and participation. Then popular demand
needs to be mobilised.
This reflects a new level in the work of
Claiming Our Future during 2012. It
responds to the challenge to move from
deliberation about alternatives to action
on alternatives.
However, the same creativity needs to
be brought to this action as was developed
in organising the Claiming Our Future
deliberations.
Civil society has been a partner with
those in power. It has lobbied those in
power. Part of the innovation required
now is to engage with the people rather
than the power holders and to build

awareness and support for alternatives.
This requires a skill base that is lacking
or out of practice within civil society.
Innovation will also be required in the
manner in which this awareness is built.
There is a stifling consensus that alternatives are not possible. There is a dominant mantra that there is pain that
inevitably must be shared. At the same
time there is fear, uncertainty and demoralisation.
The media has little appetite for alternatives. These are uniquely difficult circumstances within which to build support for
a ‘Plan B’. Creativity will be required to
make progress.
A second challenge to be met by
Claiming Our Future during 2012 is that of
movement building. Strong foundations
have been laid. Working groups have
formed on income equality, an economy
for society and democracy.
Local groups have been active around
the country. There has been a strong
involvement from across the trade union,
community, environmental and other sectors.These foundations need to be built on
for effective campaigning.
The local level needs support to become
more planned and sustained and to attract
a wider involvement.
The national level needs support to
become more embedded in the different
sectors, so that trade unions, community
groups, environmental groups and others
see their involvement in Claiming Our
Future as an integral part of their work for
social change.
Initiatives to address this challenge will
be developed during 2012.

The new single
complaint form
By Tom O’Driscoll

What is it?

Is it really an online form?

This is the new single complaint form
online at www.workplacerelations.ie if
you wish to make a complaint in relation to a contravention of an individual
employment right or an individual
industrial relations issue to a Rights
Commissioner, Employment Appeals
Tribunal or the Equality Tribunal.

Half and half! Although it must be filled
out electronically, it cannot be sent and
filed electronically. It must be printed
and signed and sent by ordinary post to
the Workplace Relations Customer service unit in Carlow.

Is it a simpler process?

1. When appealing a decision or determination under employment, industrial
relations or equality legislation
2. Referring a collective dispute for
decision.
3. Seeking enforcement of a determination.

Previously there were 30 individual
forms and in theory having just one
form simplifies the process, but the
complexity of the different pieces of legislation arguably gives rise to the contention that we went from 30 straightforward and concise forms to one fairly
extensive, and – in parts – complex
form.
But this is an evolving process and the
reception so far has been generally
approving.
Assistance is given to applicants by
means of various pop-up information
boxes and the information is solicited in
such a way that no great in-depth knowledge of the various sections in the
statutes is required.
You will instead be asked to indicate
the general area within which the complaint falls.
WARNING! Some of the language
used is still legalistic hence the need to
seek advice from SIPTU on this. (See
below)

Any new initiatives?
You will receive an almost immediate
acknowledgement of your claim. In certain cases an Officer of the Workplace
Relations Early Resolution Service may
contact you with a view to encouraging
both the employee and the employer to
resolve issues as an alternative to a formal hearing.
This is presently at the pilot stage and
is not compulsory. Contact your union if
this is requested of you!

When should this
form not be used?

Present issue with the form?
As stated above, this is an evolving
process and the obvious singular disadvantage presently is that it is not a fully
online referral form.

The following also needs
to be taken into account:
• There is a problem with accessibility
in that a claimant needs a computer
with up-to-date PDF software and printer.
•It is presently only available in two
languages – Irish and English.
•The form unavoidably asks some
legalistic and specialised questions.

Best Advice:
It is an absolute imperative that you
would contact your SIPTU official before
filling the form out because a member
would need to be prudent with regard to
answering some of the questions asked.
SIPTU provides the necessary advice,
facilities and representation in individual employment claims through the
Membership Information and Support
Centre Tel: 1890 747 881.
Tom O’Driscoll is Head of the Legal Rights
Unit of SIPTU

You need to have up-to-date PDF software loaded on your computer to access the form online
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Age of Austerity Looms
By Vic Duggan

a “Fiscal Responsibility Bill” which will
usher in an age of austerity stretching to
2039, when the national debt is expected
to fall below 60% according to the
Government’s own projections.While
Ireland’s right to set its own corporation
tax rate is seen as the ne plus ultra of fiscal sovereignty, this fetish is symptomatic
of our fundamental dependence on foreign capital and failure to grow our indigenous industrial sector.
Raising corporation tax to close the
deficit is not seen as a credible policy
option because multinationals account for
90% of exports.
Enda Kenny and European leaders
agreed a “fiscal pact” at the end of January.
Now, the ball is in our court.
There is a critical distinction between
the Dáil enacting a fiscal rule and voters
enshrining it in Bunreacht na h’Éireann.
Legislation can be overturned by a Dáil
majority, and thus by a new government,
perhaps having campaigned on a platform
to do exactly that.
Our Constitution can only be changed
by referendum following a Dáil vote, and
past experience shows us how difficult
this is to achieve.
In fact, that is the point. The idea is to
make such rules “credible” by making
them very difficult to change. Conversely,
rules that are not credible are unfit for
purpose.
There is no obligation and no need for
the Government to hold a referendum
unless the Constitution is to be changed.

Y

OU Can’t Always Get What You
Want” sang the Rolling Stones
in 1969. Jagger wasn’t singing
about economic policy, but it’s
a sentiment felt keenly by policy-makers the world over. They often
face difficult choices between conflicting objectives.
Dani Rodrik, political economy professor at Harvard, has described an
“inescapable trilemma” at the heart of
the world economy: we can have two
of democracy, national sovereignty and
open markets – but not all three fully
and simultaneously.
As Europe’s elite desperately searches for a solution to stave off economic
Armageddon, they face a similar trilemma. Technocrats’ assumption of in
Greece and Italy are cases in power.
Europe’s Single Market was constructed gradually, on the basis of delegated democracy, shared sovereignty
and solidarity.

Member states freely gave
up autonomy in certain
policy areas in order to be
part of a holistic union.
As such, the EU is an unparalleled
triumph of diplomacy and international co-operation, the bedrock of postwar peace and prosperity on the continent.

Essence of democracy

Brutally exposed
The single currency was to be the
Single Market’s crowning achievement.
At this moment of crisis, however, its
inadequacies have been brutally
exposed.
To survive, it is argued, the euro
needs a quantum leap forward.
National sovereignty itself is an elusive concept. In truth, no nation is
completely sovereign if it wants or
needs to borrow on international capital markets.
All nations face borrowing constraints, and the vagaries of financial
markets can even induce crisis where
economic fundamentals appear sound.
Always and everywhere, freedom in
fiscal policy is thus subject to the
whims of lenders, well-founded or not.
Even before Europe ratifies new fiscal rules, Ireland’s effective sovereignty
is at its lowest ebb since independence.
We depend on the troika to finance
our budget deficit. We depend on the
ECB to fund our banks. We have taken
steps to integrate our budget procedures with the rest of Europe through
the so-called “European Semester”.
Soon, the Government will introduce

‘Any attempt to short-circuit the
democratic process for short-term political
gain would entail a heavy long-term price’

As for a government’s legislation, the
people can cast their verdict at the next
general election. That is the essence of our
representative democracy.
Whether the Government can sign up to
an international treaty, however, subjecting the country to sanction by the
European Court of Justice when rules are
broken, and whether it can do so simply
through legislation, is open to legal question.
It is not within the mandate of Dáil Éireann to impose de facto constitutional
changes or to cede substantive sovereignty
that is rightly the property of the people.
Any attempt to short-circuit the democratic process for short-term political gain
would entail a heavy long-term price.
In truth, there is no absolutist political
trilemma. Ireland’s participation in the
European Union doesn’t involve a choice
between democracy, sovereignty and integration, but a delicate balance between all
three.
Pursuing further, accelerated integration
at the expense of sovereignty and without
democratic mandate would serve to undermine not only Ireland’s democratic institutions, but the legitimacy of the entire
European project. We can’t always get
what we want, but we should be asked.
Vic Duggan is a Masters in Public
Administration (MPA) candidate in
Economic Policy Management at Columbia
University, New York
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HERE will be plenty of
heat and light about the
need for referendum, but
does the Fiscal Compact
actually change anything?
On the face of it, there does not
appear to be a clear constitutional
requirement to hold a referendum
to sign the Fiscal Compact into
Irish law.
The Treaty agreed at the summit
of EU leaders on 30th January
states that the new commitments
fall within the existing scope and
provisions set down in the Lisbon
and previous treaties.
To enact the new commitments,
member states are required to
introduce “provisions of binding
force and permanent character,
preferably constitutional, or otherwise guaranteed to be fully
respected… .throughout the
national budgetary processes.”
Taken at face value, this would
appear to provide room for
manoeuvre for the Government to
enact through legislation rather
than constitutional referendum,
but of course this ignores the
range of moral and political arguments that must be considered.

Marie Sherlock looks at implications of Fiscal Compact

EU spirit of solidarity
victim of big squeeze
2014/2015 Ireland will be handing
over 24% of its tax revenues in
interest payments.

Interest payments

The actual substance
of Irish sovereignty may
have been severely
eroded by past events,
but we remain a sovereign people.
The actual substance of Irish
sovereignty may have been severely eroded by past events, but we
remain a sovereign people.
As usual, timing will be crucial.
If 12 member states ratify the
treaty prior to January, 2013, it
appears that the treaty will then be
binding on all member states who
signed up to the draft text,
whether they ratified the treaty or
not.
This provision could well present a real headache for the
Government in the event of a NO
vote if a referendum were to be
held.
Ultimately, any decision by the
Government or by the Supreme
Court on the need for a referendum now is likely to be coloured
by considerations of the need to
ratify future EU treaties here in
Ireland.
The text of the fiscal compact
treaty alludes to this – within five
years the contents of the fiscal
compact treaty will have to be fully
incorporated into the legal framework of the European Union.
What this exactly means will be
left to the legal experts. We may
escape a referendum now, but
additional treaties are likely to
come sooner rather than later.

Implications
So with all that in mind, what
are the implications for Ireland
from this Fiscal Compact in 2012
and beyond?
Last year saw the introduction of
the ‘Six Pack’ of fiscal measures
which effectively strengthened the
Stability and Growth Pact, by

broadening the range of fiscal and
macro-economic measures to be
monitored and putting in place
sanctions for any breach, that were
absent before.
The introduction of the new EU
Fiscal Compact effectively raises
the bar on these rules. No longer is
the 3% deficit as a share of GDP a
sufficient target for the public
finances – each government will
now have to work towards a balanced budget. However, the measurement of a “balanced budget” is
likely to be even more onerous
than the rule suggests; it calls for
the structural deficit to be no more
than 0.5%.
A budget deficit contains both a
cyclical and structural component
and, in short, the structural part of
the overall budget deficit refers to
the irreparable part of the budget
that will not be resolved by a pick
up in the state of the domestic or
export economy.

The permanent loss of construction-related tax revenues is a prime
example of how a hole has been
opened up in our public finances
and will have to be filled by alternative tax sources.

By mid-2012, Ireland will
have enacted a fiscal
responsibility bill, at the
insistence of our paymasters, which sets out three
rules – the most important
of which will be the “prudent budget rule”.
However, all this is of little relevance to Ireland over the short
term and its impact over the longer
term crucially depends on how the
Fiscal Compact is implemented.
In essence, it will all boil down
to the treatment of the State’s

interest payments on our national
debt. When we consider that after
2014/2015 when the effective gap
between spending by government
departments and tax revenues will
be closed and the deficit will be
primarily driven by the interest
payments owed by the State, it’s
clear that this technical issue is far
from a trivial matter.
By mid-2012, Ireland will have
enacted a fiscal responsibility bill,
at the insistence of our paymasters, which sets out three rules –
the most important of which will
be the “prudent budget rule”.
It sets down that 0.5% must be
reduced from the structural primary budget deficit each year until
a medium term target is achieved
(structural budget deficit minus
the interest payments that have to
be made by Government).
This is hugely important in that
it makes an allowance for Ireland’s
massive debt servicing burden. By

Worryingly for Ireland, the EU
Fiscal Compact does not appear to
make this allowance and sets down
rules targeting reductions in the
structural budget deficit inclusive
of interest payments.
Progress has been made in reducing the structural part of the
deficit, but there remains a long
road to travel – the structural part
of the overall budget deficit was
8.6% in 2011 and some four years
later in 2015 after €12.4bn in tax
increases and spending cuts, the
structural deficit (inclusive of interest payments) is expected to be
3.7% – a long way off the target of
0.5%. For too long, critics of EU
leaders (ourselves included) have
been caught up in lamenting the
snail’s pace of progress in firmly
addressing the euro zone crisis and
the seemingly endless dithering of
Chancellor Merkel and President
Sarkozy.
Summits of EU leaders were
organised with promises of comprehensive action, but passed off
with little impact, such that the
future of Italy, Spain, Greece and
other troubled countries continues
to remain uncertain. But the sheer
speed with which new fiscal rules
were mooted in early December
and signed off by EU leaders just
six working weeks later tells a very
different story.
The EU is not so much paralysed
into making decisions, rather the
whole spirit of solidarity and collegiality of the EU project has been
blown apart because of weak financial position of previously strong
member states and for this, read
France, Italy and Spain.
Merkel’s recalcitrance is not
merely the product of needing to
appease a contrary home electorate, but is born of the view that
ultimately Germany is the only
member state with its house in
order and able to steer the euro
zone through this crisis.
A weaker euro, stronger export
competitiveness and public finances
unencumbered with a debt overhang
appear to be real goals here for a
smoother functioning of the internal
and export markets.
But fiscal contraction synchronised across the European Union
can only have the effect of depressing domestic and export demand
along with living standards.
To say the least, the future looks
bleak.
Marie Sherlock is a SIPTU researcher
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Road to the Fiscal Compact and where we go from here
THE BACKGROUND

THE DETAILS

March 2011: EU leaders agree
Euro Plus Pact – including commitments to improve “cost competitiveness”.
July 2011: Second Greek Bailout.
Cut in interest rate for Ireland’s
bail out loans.
November 2011: EU leaders sign
off on “Six Pack” measures – new
budget rules and introduction of
semi-automatic sanctions for a
breach.
January 2012: EU leaders sign off
on the EU Fiscal Compact.

New fiscal rule: A balanced
budget.
To date: The acceptable EU general government budget deficit
target – 3% or less as a share of
GDP, (Stability and Growth Pact;
agreed in 1997).
Definition of the new rule: It is
even more onerous than the term
“balanced budget” suggests – the
structural part of the
Government’s budget deficit may
not exceed 0.5% over the medium
term.
Compliance and sanction: Any
attempt by member states to devi-

ate from the medium-term adjustment programme, as agreed in
advance between the European
Commission and the member
state, will trigger an automatic
correction to the budget plan. A
government’s capacity to determine its own changes to taxes and
spending plans will be severely
limited. Exceptional circumstances are provided for, but the
actual definition is not entirely
clear.
Conditions attached: The EU’s
new permanent bail out facility,
the European Stability
Mechanism, will be set up in July

2013. Access to assistance from
this fund will be conditional on
approving the new Fiscal Compact
treaty.
Ratification: In contrast to
other treaties that depended on
the unanimous support of all
member states, the new Fiscal
Compact treaty only requires the
ratification by 12 member states
for it to apply to the other 13 participating member states. In all,
the leaders of 25 member states
have signed up to the draft treaty,
with the UK and the Czech
Republic opting out.

Signing into law: The failure to
set down in full the provisions of
the treaty in the member state’s
constitution or legislation could
mean a member state will be
brought before the EU Court of
Justice. A penalty amounting to
1% of GDP may apply.

WHAT DOES ALL THIS
MEAN?
It forces the participating member states to aggressively pay
down their over-all government
debt, particularly if that debt
exceeds 60% of GDP.

Will pact open German purse?
By Martin Fitzpatrick

S

O another EU summit has
come and gone. Taoiseach
Enda Kenny has a few more
playful pictures for his
photo album.
More snaps of famous European
leaders running their fingers
through his flaxen locks.
But what else is in the political
bag that will make the Irish people
feel less beaten up by austerity?
The answer, of course, is very little.
There is not even the consolation of knowing that if the new
regulations on debt breaks (providing the Government can get them
passed probably with the help of a
referendum) had been in place during the Celtic Tiger boom, we
would have avoided the unprecedented economic calamity that we
are all enduring.
What is coming out of the latest
summit is that German Chancellor
Angela Merkel has had her way.
A total of 25 countries have
agreed that new laws or constitutional changes will be introduced
to ensure that European fiscal

Angela Merkel keeps an eye on her handbag while Sarkozy and Enda share a laugh

indiscipline will be effectively outlawed. The Czechs will almost certainly also come into line next year
and only the British will be playing
off the pitch.
In addition the firewall against
contagion is being strengthened
and beefed-up and of course the
beleaguered Greeks are getting the
promised dig-out, with the embarrassing concession that a sternfaced man from Berlin will be sent
to ensure that they behave themselves.
What wasn’t announced at the
summit was that just maybe now,

Merkel will feel able to agree to
allow what everyone has been begging her to do for a year and more,
namely open the German purse
and get an effective European-wide
economic stimulus package under
way.
Every commentator who has
addressed this issue since the start
of the crisis has known and insisted that this was the solution to the
euro crisis.
Into the second month of 2012,
it is hoped that stimulus time is on
the horizon. But then, with Mrs M,
we’re forced to wait and see.

In Ireland we badly need to see
the end of austerity, but we are not
the only ones.
The Spanish have an unemployment rate of an astonishing 23%
and shrinking growth targets that
are certain to tax all the resources
of the new conservative government there.
Meanwhile, the markets have
decided that the Portuguese are an
even more outlandish basket case
and the bookies seem to have
stopped taking odds against a second bail-out.
Even in France the great parcel of
reforms that Sarkozy promised
when he undertook his five-year
assignment remain largely unfulfilled and whatever he did could
well be unpicked if his socialist
rival Francois Hollande wins the
upcoming ballot.
And of course France has lost its
AAA rating with the credit agencies
that clearly have the French economic performance in their sights.
Sarkozy will now have to worry
about his own bond yields. In
addition to all this Greece remains
a real problem for the euro zone
and its willingness to accept an

economic commissar will be a fascinating experiment, the outcome
of which is not at all clear.
In Ireland, the possibility that
the Germans will promote and pay
for a stimulus programme as significant as FDR’s New Deal was for
the stricken American economy of
the 1930s, would be terrific news
but it is not going to undo the
painful damage that has been
inflicted on Irish workers, pensioners and on the growing army of
unemployed.
It is unsettling that even if the
packages of reforms that are now
in place had been imposed in the
early years of the century, we
would have still screwed up when
the Celtic Tiger became Wily
Coyote.
The adversary of the cartoon
character, The Road Runner, was
called Wily Coyote and when chasing The Road Runner, inevitably
ran over a cliff and was momentarily suspended in mid-air, his feet
whirring like pistons, until be
realised where he was and then he
dropped like a stone into the
canyon. Even for Wily Coyote it
was always a long way back.

‘We need a social not fiscal compact’
BILLED AS a summit on growth
and employment, in the event, it
failed to deliver on both promises.
The 30th January meeting of
Europe’s leaders ended with the
announcement of a "Fiscal
Compact" teamed with, as the
European Trade Union
In opposition: Bernadette Ségol
Picture: ETUC

Confederation dubbed it, a “bland
and inconsequential declaration on
growth and jobs”. ETUC General
Secretary Bernadette Ségol said:
"This Treaty might reassure
Chancellor Merkel’s political
friends, but not the millions of
unemployed, poor or precarious

workers in Europe who are waiting
for decisive support from EU institutions.
“This is why we are opposed to
it. Plans to restore balanced public
accounts must address, as a priority, the question of sustainable
growth. Austerity is killing growth

and jobs.
“What we really need is a social
compact to give a fresh impetus to
the European Union and restore
the confidence of its workers and
citizens."
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Step on road to recovery
THIS Government got elected on a mandate
to fix the public finances. We campaigned
on a platform of creating jobs and correcting the public finances and these have been
our main priorities since the election and
will continue to be.
But we cannot do this alone. As a member of the EU we must work with our partners to solve this crisis together.
It will be to our mutual economic benefit
that we achieve a solution to the debt issue
together. By putting the debt issue behind
us we can move on and focus our energy on
stimulating growth across the euro zone.
The agreed text of the Fiscal Compact is
to be a part of this.
The majority of measures contained in
the agreement are not new. When the
Economic Monetary Union was first created
it had rules on economic management.
These rules were not adhered to and that
has played a part in the financial situation
that Ireland and the euro zone are in today.
As it stands most of the compact is
already provided for in EU treaties and EU
law. The new section in the compact is the
debt brake that will help to ensure that
economies work better.
The new text ensures that everyone is
playing by the same rules and is held to

Dominic
Hannigan TD

account if they don’t. This will help to stabilise the euro.
But the fiscal compact is only one element of the strategy to stabilise the
European economy.
With all the debate in the aftermath of
the deal, it is easy to miss the other ele-

ments of the council meeting.
Employment was a key agenda item for
the council meeting.
Many heads of state gave presentations
about the different strategies each was taking to promote job creation in their countries.

The Taoiseach spoke about SMEs and
their role as the engine of our recovery.
Youth unemployment was a central talking point. The debt crisis has hit young people hard.
Right now one in five young people have
no jobs in Europe.
In Ireland, three out of 10 young people
are unemployed. In Spain, it is one in two.
They need leadership from us so they can
see that there are opportunities. We need to
keep their skills and experience challenged
by work.
From the discussions at the summit came
proposals to create action plans in co-ordination with the Commission for each country.
Funding could be found from unspent
funds to set up apprenticeship schemes.
These plans should be enacted so that
young people are allowed to play their part
in the recovery of Europe.
Over the next month the Fiscal Compact
will be debated across the country in
papers, on local radio and in our homes.
I think that when people read more about
the compact, they will agree that it can form
an essential step on our road to recovery.
Dominic Hannigan is Labour Party TD for Meath East

Anti-jobs and anti-growth
THE euro zone crisis is damaging the social
and economic well-being of people
throughout the EU. It is blocking a return
to economic growth. There is an urgent
need to stabilise the currency.
The austerity treaty signed in Brussels on
30th January by EU leaders, including Enda
Kenny, will not solve the euro zone crisis.
It will make matters worse.
Sinn Féin has published a detailed analysis of the current crisis in the euro zone
containing a critique of the treaty. It is our
firm view that the treaty is bad economics
and bad politics.
The treaty is anti-jobs and anti-growth. If
the Government ratifies these proposals, it
will place an economic strait-jacket on
itself and its successors, imposing even
greater levels of austerity on citizens.
The agreement is not a Fiscal Compact. It
is an austerity compact. It seeks to impose
right-wing austerity policies on Irish and
EU governments, in perpetuity.
Introducing a new 0.5% of GDP structural
deficit limit into law will mean that the
Government will have to implement austerity budgets not just to 2015 as required
by the EU/IMF programme, but for its full
term of office and beyond.
Under the terms of the existing EU/IMF
deal, the Government plans to wrench
€8.6bn from the economy in spending cuts
and tax hikes in order to reach a structural
deficit of 3.7% by 2015.

Pearse
Doherty TD

To reduce that further, to the new 0.5%
limit would require an estimated €6bn of
extra cuts and tax increases.
The treaty also contains a stronger excessive deficit procedure compelling member
states with debt-to-GDP ratios above 60% to
reduce the excess debt by 5% annually
which will lead to even greater austerity.
This will lead to a decade of austerity
and economic stagnation.
Unemployment and emigration will rise.
Poverty and inequality will affect more and

people. National and household debt,
already at unsustainable levels, will
increase. And crucially the arbitrary and
draconian 0.5% deficit target will not be
reached.
The treaty also undermines member
state democracy.
Additional powers are to be given to the
European Court of Justice and the
European Commission to police the new
0.5% structural deficit ceiling and the
strengthened excessive deficit procedure.

These powers will enable the court to
adjudicate when member states are in
breach of the new austerity rule and
empower the Commission to impose specific fiscal and budgetary policies on democratically-elected governments.
This amounts to a significant transfer of
power from democratically-elected politicians in member states to unelected judges
and civil servants in Luxembourg and
Brussels, which takes real power away from
citizens.
The Government has also signed up to an
agreement that makes access to future EU
bailout funds from the European Stability
Mechanism conditional on ratification of
the austerity treaty.
This last-minute addition to the treaty is
clearly an attempt to bully Irish voters into
supporting the treaty in the event of a referendum.
The social and economic implications of
this treaty for citizens are immense. The
Fine Gael/Labour Government does not
have a mandate to impose this level of austerity. It must seek a mandate from the people, irrespective of the advice of the attorney general.
Sinn Féin believes there must be a referendum, and in the event of a vote we will
campaign vigorously against this anti-jobs
and anti-growth treaty.
Pearse Doherty is Sinn Féin TD for Donegal South
West and is the party’s finance spokesperson
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ANALYSIS Loraine Mulligan, of SIPTU’s Policy Research Unit, takes a look at the EU’s
‘get tough’ economic measures and their impact on national budgets...

Euro Plus Pact
THE Euro Plus Pact was agreed at
the European Council on 24th and
25th March 2011 and pertains to
euro zone countries plus Bulgaria,
Denmark, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland
and Romania. The United Kingdom
is not involved.
It is a statement of political commitment to reforms aimed at
boosting competitiveness. The
process is voluntary and does not
specifically entail sanctions.
Reporting on the Pact is incorporated within the European Semester.

Policy Commitments
Participating countries have
agreed to incorporate a set of concrete measures within their
National Reform Programmes to
foster competitiveness and
employment, to contribute further
to the sustainability of public
finances and to restore financial
stability. Governments must
demonstrate if action is not
required on one or another of the
areas. It remains the responsibility
of member states to choose specif-

ic policy actions to realise the
headline goals, but the Euro Plus
Pact sets out a number of areas
that should be considered (see
structural reforms below).
The countries involved agreed to
underpin fiscal discipline by introducing a legislative basis to ensure
the rules of the Growth and
Stability Pact are binding, whether
through constitutional change or
through a framework law.
The Euro Plus Pact signals certain areas that governments have

agreed to examine, e.g. the effective retirement age and early retirement schemes, centralised collective bargaining and the indexation
of wages, ensuring public sector
pay supports competitiveness and
‘flexicurity’ measures.
However, it does not stipulate
specific legally-binding measures
that must be implemented as
regards economic policy.
It is up to governments to come
forward with concrete measures to
be taken within 12 months and

‘Six Pack’
legislation
A PACKAGE of legislative acts
designed to reinforce the Growth
and Stability Pact and to strengthen
budget formulation came into force
on 13th December, 2011. Referred
to as the “Six Pack”, it consists of
five regulations and one directive.
The revised rules are intended to
bring about enhanced economic coordination within Europe, and particularly the euro zone.

4. Reform of national
budgetary frameworks
The directive to reform national
budgetary frameworks requires the
introduction of multi-annual fiscal
planning and rules to stay within
deficit and debt limits.

5. European Semester

EU rapporteurs, below, take questions on the ‘Six Pack’ at a press conference last year. MEPs, above, discuss the Euro Plus Pact in
March 2011 Pictures: European Parliament

3. Macro-economic
imbalances

MAIN CHANGES:
1. Expenditure benchmark
A new benchmark is incorporated within the “preventative arm” of
the Growth and Stability Pact limiting annual expenditure growth to
the medium-term rate of growth.
Spending beyond this must be
financed through additional revenue streams. Member states may
be required to submit new budgetary plans if they fall outside the
parameters.

2. More automatic sanctions
Euro zone countries face the
sanction of an interest-bearing
deposit of 0.2% of GDP for failure
to take preventative action to avoid
a deficit, unless opposed by a
reverse qualified majority vote in

included within national reform
programmes under the Europe
2020 strategy.
The Euro Plus Pact includes a
commitment to respect national
traditions of social dialogue and
industrial relations as regards
measures to foster competitiveness. However, what this amounts
to in practice will only emerge over
time, especially as the comparison
of unit labour costs among member states risks provoking downward pressure on wages.

the EU Council.
The Excessive Deficit Procedure
(EDP) will be applied if a euro zone
country breaches the debt-to-Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) threshold
of 60% and does not reduce its debt
level annually by 1/20th over three
years. However, all relevant factors
must be taken into account before
recourse to this approach.
If the rules are not followed a
non-interest bearing deposit of
0.2% of GDP would apply to a coun-

try that simultaneously has an
excessive deficit, subject to reverse
voting. This would be converted to
a fine without satisfactory corrective measures. Repeated contraventions would incur fines of up to
0.5% of GDP. A transition period is
envisaged giving member states
three years to comply with the debt
rule after they have come within
the deficit limit.

A new oversight mechanism has
been introduced in the form of an
Excessive Imbalances Procedure
(EIP). The purpose is to detect and
prevent the emergence of macroeconomic imbalances that may
threaten fiscal and economic sustainability e.g. a property price bubble. A scoreboard of indicators –
including private sector debt, house
price changes, unemployment rates
and nominal unit labour costs – has
been developed to act as an alert
mechanism, forming the basis for
in-depth studies of member states
by the European Commission
where necessary. Failure to implement a corrective action plan can
incur an interest-bearing deposit of
0.1% of GDP, subject to reverse voting.

The package incorporates the
“European Semester” which is
aimed at enhancing fiscal co-ordination in the EU. The process
starts in January each year with the
publication of the Commission’s
Annual Growth Survey. The Spring
Council will issue broad economic
guidelines, setting out an approach
to tackling the key challenges facing
the EU.
In April, member states will present medium-term budgetary strategies and national reform programmes to the European
Commission for appraisal. The
Council will issue country-specific
guidance to highlight unrealistic
economic assumptions and/or inadequate measures in June/July.
The European Council and the
Council of Ministers will provide
further advice in July before member states finalise their budgets for
the following year.
National parliaments will subsequently be consulted and will participate in influencing and ultimately voting on the budget that is
proposed by government.

Credible measures needed on youth joblessness
FOLLOWING her election as VicePresident of the European Trade
Union Confederation (ETUC)
Youth Committee, Loraine
Mulligan stressed the need for
credible measures to tackle youth
unemployment.
The economic crisis has had a
disproportionate effect on young
people, with the unemployment
rate in the third quarter of 2011 at
almost 30% in Ireland, 43% in
Greece and up to 46% in Spain.
The average rate across the 27
member states is 21% compared
to the adult rate of 8%. Urgent
action is required by the
Government, in co-operation with
the social partners, in order to

stem the flow of youth emigration from this country and to
restore their career prospects at
home.
The priority of the ETUC Youth
Committee is to lobby the
European institutions for policies
that facilitate growth and quality
job creation and for supports that
are tailored to assist young people
into the labour market.
The current economic situation
should not be used as an excuse
to introduce labour law reforms
that downgrade employment protections for young people.
Conversely, it is important to
tackle the problem of precarious
work and temporary contracts

among vulnerable young workers.
Among the elements contained
within the European
Commission’s recently published
Youth Opportunities Initiative, is
a promise to invest €4 million to
assist the implementation of a
“Youth Guarantee” (offering a job
placement or education/training
options within four months) and
€3 million in the development of
apprenticeships and related
schemes.
The ETUC Youth Committee
will seek to ensure quality and
security are placed at the heart of
this agenda. Equally, it is important to push for actual delivery of
the funding commitment to tack-

le youth unemployment which
was pledged at the most recent
European Council. The SIPTU
Youth Network can play an
important role in articulating the
interests of young people, their
aspirations, the difficulties they
face and the supports they need.
Furthermore, the issues that
emerge can feed into the Irish
Congress of Trade Unions Youth
Committee and the ETUC Youth
Committee.
Any members of SIPTU aged up
to 35 years are invited to make
contact with Loraine Mulligan at
lmulligan@siptu.ie in order to
join the SIPTU Youth Network.

European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC)
Youth Committee from left to right: André Borg (Malta)
Gabriel Wernstedt (Sweden), Salvatore Marra (Italy), Terezie Písa
ová (Czech Republic), Thiébaut Weber (Youth Committee President,
France), Loraine Mulligan (Vice-President, Ireland), Adrian Hermes
(Vice-President, Germany) and Juliane Bir (ETUC Secretariat).
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Community

Budget 2012 cuts puts Community Employment under threat

SINCE the Government announced
funding cuts to Community
Employment (CE) schemes in
December, SIPTU activists and
members have been campaigning
to protect jobs, schemes and communities.
As part of Budget 2012, the training and materials grant for CE was
cut from €1,500 to €500 per participant.
This cut not only limits training
opportunities for workers, but puts
the future of schemes in jeopardy
as they struggle to pay for insurance, rent, electricity, heating, and
basic materials.
Additional payments for workers
on social welfare were also targeted
(single parent family and disability
payments).
The effect of this cut was all too
real for one CE scheme in Aughrim,
county Wicklow. This scheme
would have faced certain closure if
it was not for a public campaign by
SIPTU, the workers involved and
local supporters.
SIPTU’s “Save Our Schemes”
campaign was launched with hundreds of members and activists taking actions across the country.
CE supervisors and participants
visited their local politicians and
explained why CE is vital and what
the cuts would mean for projects.
At short notice, more than 1,000
people protested at the Dáil, generating media coverage, and putting
pressure on Government.
Local protests were also held
across the country, from Donegal
to Dublin.
The campaign had four key
goals – to fight the cuts, to ensure
no scheme closed, that workers
were represented in a forthcoming
review and that CE remained financially accessible for those on social
welfare payments.

Cuts fears
CE worker Anne Rowe, from
Edenderry, county Offaly, fears the
impact on family life if her job

Picture: SIPTU Community

Save Our Schemes!

Targeting local communities: SIPTU members protest against CE cuts outside the Dail on 9th December

goes.
“Without Edenderry Childcare
Community Employment scheme I
would not have been able to create
stability in my home at Christmas,
I would not be able to buy a First
Communion dress for my daughter
and I would not be able to keep my
daughters motivated.
“Being on a single payment
would not provide me or my girls
with any class of a life – we would
just be existing.”
CE worker Siobhán Gibbins also
expressed her concern at cuts
announced in December.
Siobhán, who works at the
Congress Resource Centre in
Letterkenny, county Donegal, said:
“The cuts will have a very negative
effect on CE schemes, or ultimately
force the closure of a national
training and employment network
that has been of immense value in
my life and the life of my children.”
Kilbarrack Community Coast
Programme Chairperson Michael

CE worker Siobhán Gibbins: ‘Cuts will have very negative impact’
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Finn fears recent changes will
result in lone parents leaving the
programmes.
He said: “It acts as a disincentive
for all new entrants considering
joining. I believe that the exodus
from structured drug treatment
and rehabilitation programmes will
not only have consequences for the
individuals involved but also for
their children and the wider community.”
This point was echoed by CFRC
Fas Supervisor Magda Bola
Ogunniyi.
She said: “The cut in payments
for one parent families is devastating. Single parents will no longer
make an application for a job on a
Community Employment scheme.
They cannot afford to work on a
CE project – who will pay for their
childcare with such severe cuts?”

Meeting the minister
Thanks to the “Save Our
Schemes” campaign, Minister for
Social Protection, Joan Burton

CE Supervisor John O’Sullivan, left, with Brian Hall

agreed to meet with a SIPTU/ICTU
delegation which included Seamie
Briscoe (SIPTU CE Committee
Chairperson) Jack O’Connor (SIPTU
General President) and Eddie
Mullins (SIPTU Community Sector
Organiser).
At the meeting, Minister Burton
gave a commitment that no CE
scheme would close pending a
review and that the number of participants and supervisors would be
maintained.
She added that workers would
have a position on the review as
well as be allowed an input into
the terms of reference.
A fast-track system for dealing
with schemes facing closure would
also be set up.

CE review
The Department of Social
Protection will start a review of
Community Employment in March.
This will be a critical process which
will most likely determine the
future of CE projects and the pro-

gramme itself.
Securing a position on the
review was a key goal for SIPTU
members but it is only the start.
The main questions to be
addressed are: What is CE for? and,
Why is it worth defending?
CE has effectively become the
labour force for the community
and voluntary sectors.
It has placed more than 20,000
people in a sector that employs an
estimated 50,000 workers.
Real people are doing real work
in every town and village across
the country.
For example, 2,463 work in
health and social services, 3,592
work in environmental schemes,
14,000 work in the community sector with another 272 in support
tourism.
This raises some fundamental
questions. If we value services,
such as meals on wheels, community childcare and homework
clubs, who is going to deliver
them?
CE is the only programme that
can support these vital services on
a national scale.
The future of the community
sector and CE are bound together.

In a letter sent from Joan
Burton to Jack O’Connor on
Monday (6th February) the
Department of Social Protection
has confirmed that while the
baseline amount of the grant
will remain at €500 per participant announced in the budget
but officials will continue to
have “discretion to make an
amount of up to €1000 per participant available to schemes in
respect of the training and
materials grant this year, subject to individual schemes providing a clear and transparent
demonstration of need for this
level funding.”

CE worker Anne Rowe: Fears for her family if cuts are implemented

CE WORKERS GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday 8th February 2.30pm
Portlaoise Heritage Hotel, Portlaoise, county Laois

Agenda: Pensions briefing, budget cuts & actions, strategy to protect CE, AOB
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Embargo
must go!
By Scott Millar

Hospital SOS
SIPTU members (above) joined with locals and elderly
residents at St Joseph’s Hospital, Ardee, county Louth,
in taking to the streets on 28th January. They were calling on health authorities to lift the closure threat that
hangs over the facility. Days earlier (below) there was a
similar demonstration stage in protest at plans to close
Drogheda’s Cottage Hospital Pictures: Jimmy Weldon

SIPTU’s Health Division Organiser, Paul Bell,
has called on the Minister for Health, Dr
James Reilly, to suspend the staff recruitment
embargo immediately, as some 3,500 health
workers across all grades will have left the
national health service by the end of the
month.
“The impact of these staff losses will place
further stress on an already overburdened
service and may in some cases lead to issues
of concern in terms of safe patient care,” Paul
Bell said.
He insisted that SIPTU’s concerns could
not be dismissed as “scaremongering”.
“At a glance, it is clear for all to see the
national health provider will not be in a position to sustain a critical service with some
1,700 nurses across the various disciplines –
from maternity, acute, paediatric and from
the mental health and psychiatric services –
leaving areas which are already starved of
resources.”
Paul Bell described the “geographic and
demographic breakdown” of those leaving
the service as deeply disturbing with the
West of Ireland suffering the greatest loss of
staff – with just over 1,000 leaving – followed
closely by the South.
“What we will see is a contraction of services to the elderly in the community, as

Paul Bell: Message to Minister Picture: Photocall Ireland

home helps and nurses vacate extremely
important models of care which have proven
to be both cost effective and of high quality,”
he added.
These losses are compounded by the fact
that 4,000 have already left the service in
December 2010 and the savage cuts to funding – €1.75 billion is to be removed from the
health budget this year.
Paul Bell warned that parts of the health
service will continue to feel the bite of these
staff and funding cuts with reduced community care, reduction in elective surgery, closure of wards and 555 fewer beds in public
services for care of the elderly.

HSE home help cuts lashed

Crisis in catering staff levels
at Tallaght Hospital
SIPTU members in the catering department of Tallaght Hospital in Dublin are
concerned about low staffing levels and
their ability to feed patients and other
employees without additional recruitment.
The problems will be discussed at a
general meeting of SIPTU members in the
hospital on 13th February.
According to SIPTU Sector Organiser,
Louise O’Reilly, there are already unacceptably long queues for nursing and other
staff on their breaks which could potentially have an impact on the quality of care
in the wards.
She said that if hospital management
had not sought a solution to the problem
prior to the general meeting she intended
to hold a ballot for industrial action.
“The Catering Department has an

agreed staffing level of 52 but there are
only 48 on the staff at present. This situation will be exacerbated in the coming
weeks when three further staff members
will be lost. The situation for our members has become intolerable and hospital
management cannot expect them to continue in these circumstances,” Louise
O’Reilly said.
“Likewise the other staff we represent
in the hospital, many of whom have only a
half hour break, are bearing the brunt of
this failure to plan as the queues get
longer for food. Staff in the Catering
Department cannot cope with the volume
of work and cannot understand why hospital management will not employ more
workers to bring them up to their agreed
staff ceiling.”

THE 4.5% reduction in home help hours
proposed in the Health Service Executive
(HSE) Service Plan published last month
flies in the face of the Government’s stated
commitment to primary care, according to
SIPTU.
Following the HSE announcement on
16th January, SIPTU Sector Organiser,
Louise O'Reilly, said: “Home helps are central to any primary care strategy. Our elderly people deserve better than this.
“Home helps are essential if elderly people are to remain in their own homes and
are key front-line workers in any HSE
Hospital Avoidance Strategy. Those who

depend on home help services cannot
afford this cut.
"The HSE has not engaged with SIPTU to
discuss any contingency plans to manage
this latest change in work arrangements for
home helps whose hours have already been
cut dramatically in the past two years.”
She added: "This will mean a loss of earnings for our members, some of whom have
had their hours cut to as little as two hours
per week.
“It is these low-paid workers and the elderly who depend on their services that will
bear the brunt of this cruel cut."

Deal on cleaning at Mayo hospitals
SIPTU has reached an agreement with HSE
management on the provision of cleaning
services at Mayo General Hospital in
Castlebar and Ballina District hospitals.
The deal removes a threat by the agency to
outsource support staff work to private contractors and follows a meeting on 20th
January between SIPTU Health Division
Organiser, Paul Bell, and HSE executives in
Galway.
Paul Bell said the agreement will see cleaning work, currently carried out by support
staff who are due to retire before the 29th
February, taken over by home helps rather
than private contractors.
He added: “This is a very important agree-

ment for health service staff and ends an
attempt by HSE management to breach the
terms of the Croke Park agreement.
“Our members were prepared to undertake
industrial action at Castlebar General
Hospital if HSE management had attempted
to push through the outsourcing of support
staff work.”
HSE management has also shelved plans to
outsource to a private contractor cleaning
services at Ballina District Hospital.
Instead the agency has accepted a union
proposal regarding the provision of additional home help staff hours to provide the
required cleaning service.
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Ultras’ fury after riot deaths
By David Lynch
in Cairo

IN the wake of the worst tragedy in
the history of Egyptian football,
there has been a wave of protests,
resignations and cries of revenge.
More than 74 fans died and hundreds of others were injured after a
league game between Cairo giants
Al-Ahly FC and unfancied Masry FC
in Port Said.
There have been angry denunciations of the security forces’ failure
to protect travelling Ahly supporters from gangs of Masry thugs.
A special meeting of the new
parliament heard allegations from
different political groups that the
bloody incident was orchestrated
by elements close to the security
forces and the former Mubarak
regime.
The true story behind the inci-

dent has yet to emerge – with the
government appointing a special
investigation team.
However, since the revolution
last January, there have been a
series of bloody clashes between
organised football supporters
(known as the Ultras), and security
forces in Egypt.
Damned as hooligans by their
enemies, these Ultra groups have
often played a significant role in
street battles in Cairo over the past
12 months.
The Ultras are a complex phenomena here. Supporters, argue
that the Ultras have often been on
the front lines of the revolutionary
struggle.
Well organised and staffed by
young men, some who have

become revolutionary martyrs,
they hate the security forces (who
they see as a corrupt remnant of
the old Hosni Mubarak regime)
and the feeling is mutual.
The bloody events in Port Said
take place against the backdrop of
what many of the revolutionary
youth believe to be an unfinished
revolution.
Unfinished, particularly when it
comes to the hated police and
security forces, which remain
unreformed since the fall of
Mubarak.
Thousands of grieving and angry
Ultras gathered to protest across
Cairo, calling for the resignation of
the military leadership while the
security chief at Port Said has been
detained.

Brutal: Masry football supporters on the rampage try as they try to get at Al-Ahly fans

Tahrir Square one year on

Joy on the
streets on
Egypt’s day
of revolution
By David Lynch
in Cairo

TENS OF thousands of people
gathered in the streets of Cairo to
celebrate the first anniversary of
the 2011 January Revolution.
The 25th January is now an official holiday called “Revolution
Day” marking the day that started
the movement that forced former
dictator Hosni Mubarak from
power.
All eyes were on Tahrir Square,
which remains the beating heart of
the revolution.
Liberty was in the iconic square
on the 25th, a blistering hot day,
where many Egyptians were in
party mood, keen to recall the dramatic events a year before.
“Today there will be no trouble.
Today is a celebration – everyone
wants to feel part of the revolution,” said Ahmed, a 26-year-old
Egyptian working in a multinational who was among those who
accompanied me in the square.
“But in the next few days things
could change. Many people are still
angry with how things are.”
This was the dynamic on the
streets of Cairo over the past week.
All sectors of society, from the mil-

itary leadership to the revolutionary youth, from the trade union
movement to the Muslim
Brotherhood want to bask in the
reflective glory of the revolution.
However, what the revolution
means – and where it should go
from here – is a point of fierce
debate.
The celebration on the anniversary takes place against the backdrop of the first meeting of the
newly-elected parliament.
Dominated by the Muslim
Brotherhood, and other more radical religious parties, there is much
hope for the new parliament
among the general Egyptian public.
However, among the revolutionary shabaab (youth) who still
protest in the square, there is real
concern that the original aims of
the revolution of "bread, freedom
and social justice" have been forgotten.
There is growing tension
between the new Muslim
Brotherhood majority and the revolutionary youth.
The revolutionaries continue to
call for the Supreme Council of the
Armed Forces (SCAF) to leave and
power to be handed over to a civil-

Tens of thousands congregated on Tahrir Square on 25th January to celebrate Egypt’s first Revolution Day

ian authority before the planned
presidential elections in the summer.
The protestors in the square also
want the current SCAF leadership
to face criminal charges for their
role in the deaths of protestors in
clashes in Tahrir last November
and December.
Against this backdrop of division, the trial of Hosni Mubarak
continues, the economic situation
worsens, with the price of petrol
and cooking gas increasing, and

the vital tourist industry remains
in the doldrums.
Outside Tahrir, the independent
trade union movement is firmly
establishing itself. The creation of
real independent unions has been
one of the often overlooked, but
crucial, achievements of the
Egyptian revolution.
Trade unions before last January
were dominated by a leadership
loyal to Mubarak and the police
state.
A new tenacity in trade union

organisation means that officials
now openly question the sometimes very high salaries paid to
company bosses and top state officials here.
The movement is also heavily
involved in the struggle to increase
the minimum wage.
Later in the week, some protestors have moved to the headquarters of the state television beside
the River Nile. They are protesting
against what they perceive as
biased reporting in favour of the
military leadership.
One year on from the momentous events of January 2011 and
Egypt remains in a state of constant flux.
The majority here celebrate the
fall of the old regime. People on
the street generally believe that in
the “long term” things will
improve in the country. But short
or medium-term predictions on
what will happen here are more
difficult.
David Lynch lives in Cairo. He is the
author of ‘A Divided Paradise: An
Irishman in the Holy Land’
(New Island 2009). David blogs at
www.arabspringinmystep.com
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Burma’s unions emerge to play
key role as junta’s grip loosens
By Hugh Baxter

to assess potential investments. His sister
and current Thai PM, Yingluk Shinawatra,
was hot on his heals to secure oil exploration licences for the Petroleum Authority
of Thailand.

Picture:Phtotocall Ireland

T

HE pace of political change in
Burma is quickening, but it is too
early to say whether the military
junta’s reforms are irreversible.
Many key issues remain to be resolved on
the road to democratic transition, particularly in relation to human and civil rights,
ethnic minorities and political prisoners.
Burma’s embryonic labour organisations
can play a significant role in eliminating
forced labour and in protecting workers’
rights in this rapidly changing country.

Labour rights

Five decades of dictatorship
The army has been central to Burmese politics since securing independence from
Britain in 1948. General Aung San, father of
Aung San Suu Kyi, led the independence
struggle and was committed to democratic
rule, but was assassinated before taking
office.
After a brief period of democracy, the
military seized power in 1962, and its 50year reign has been characterised by systematic human rights abuses.
In 1988, and again in 2010, the army killed
hundreds of peaceful demonstrators. Burma
has 1,000 political prisoners, many subjected
to torture.
Ethnic minorities, including the Karen,
Shan, and Kachin, receive even more brutal
treatment including rape, summary execution and conscription as porters.
In 1990, the military surprisingly called an
election. Aung San Suu Kyi’s National League
for Democracy (NLD) won more than 80% of
the seats, but the junta refused to hand over
power.
Two decades on, the junta organised elections in November 2010, this time ensuring
that their Union Solidarity and Development
Party won an outright majority.
Most observers, including Human Rights
Watch, considered the election to be fraudulent. The UN’s Ban Ki-Moon also expressed
concern about the election’s fairness.
The NLD had boycotted the election, anticipating widespread electoral fraud.

Burma Action Ireland protestors stage vigil in support of pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi in 2008

A new dawn?
Nevertheless, the new quasi-civilian government, led by former general Thein Sein
has surprised its critics by introducing a
series of reforms. After dialogue with the
government, the NLD has agreed to contest
upcoming by-elections and ceasefires are
being negotiated with several ethnic militias.
Many – but not all – political prisoners
have been released and the government has
again promised to eradicate forced labour
and child soldiering.
Added to this a new labour law has been
enacted (not yet implemented) legalising
trade unions.
On the international front, recent visits by
US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and UK
Foreign Minister William Hague have held
out the prospect of lifting sanctions if
reforms continue.
There have been many false dawns in the
past, with tentative changes quickly followed
by brutal suppression.
Now, also, there are some negative developments including recent fighting in Kachin

SIPTU SOLIDARITY WITH CUBA FORUM
We are inviting you to join our Forum

Our aims include:
• To raise awareness in trade unions in Ireland on the progressive
and significant role Cuba plays in the world.
• To build solidarity with civic society in Cuba.
• To act in solidarity with the labour and trade union movement in Cuba.
• To support specific solidarity projects and raise material and financial aid for
these projects.
We have already sent one successful delegation to Cuba and we plan to send
more in the future. If you’d like to sign up to join the Forum, contact Eira Gallagher
at : egallagher@siptu.ie
(There is a €10 monthly subscription which is used to fund projects in Cuba)

State, which displaced more than 40,000
people. Nevertheless, cautious optimism is
the prevailing mood among the democratic
opposition and the general public.
Satisfactory explanations for the military’s
volte-face are hard to find. Possible factors
include a desire among elements of the army
to balance growing Chinese influence by
embracing the West, and the aspiration for
Myanmar* to become Chair of the
Association of SE Asian Nations (hitherto
blocked by the EU) in 2014. Also, reformist
and hard-line factions appear to be emerging
in junta, once considered to be monolithic.
Burma’s potential for economic development may also be a factor, with its vast oil,
gas and mineral resources as well as a large
pool of cheap untapped labour. Hundreds of
thousands of jobs will be created in new
industrial zones, such as the Dawei
Economic Zone, part-owned by Thailand’s
Italthai Corporation.
Thailand’s telecommunications magnate
and ousted Prime Minister, Thaksin
Shinawatra, visited the country in November

In this evolving situation, Burma’s emergent labour organisations can play a central
role on several fronts. The International
Labour Organisation’s mission on forced
labour has been co-operating with fledgling
labour groups to stamp out forced labour by
military and civilian authorities.
Until now, despite Burma’s ratification of
ILO Convention 87 on the right to organise,
labour activists have faced arrest and torture.
In 2009, five members of one of the main
labour organisations, the Federation of Trade
Unions of Burma (FTUB), were arrested after
attending the FTUB’s first National Congress.
Many labour activists remain in prison
and the release of all political prisoners will
be a key test of the government’s democratic
credentials.
The new labour law, which is expected to
come into force shortly, outlines a progressive industrial relations regime, and legalises
trade unions and the right to organise. New
labour organisations have begun to emerge,
but they face a mammoth task, in a rapidly
industrialising country, with virtually no
experience of trade unionism.
The ILO is conducting capacity building
programmes in relation to forced labour. In
the wider area of labour organisation, much
greater support, including extending the ILO
mandate, will be needed to equip Burma’s
emerging trade unions for the task of representing millions of workers.
The international labour movement can
play a key role in supporting these efforts
and in the overall transition to democracy.
* The name was adopted in 1989 by the dictatorship
to replace Burma.
Hugh Baxter is a member and former Chairperson
of Burma Action Ireland, and a member of SIPTU
and the Labour Party. He lived in Thailand in the
1980s/1990s, and became involved in providing
support to Burmese dissidents who took refuge in
Thailand from 1988 onwards.

Irish civil society organisations, unions, NGOs and individuals have formed an
alliance to raise public awareness about the dangers of prostitution and sex
trafficking and to lobby the Government to introduce legislation to end the
exploitation of women, men and children in the sex industry. We believe that
tackling the demand for paid sex that fuels the prostitution industry into which
people are trafficked is the most effective way to combat this heinous crime.
As a result of our persistence and with the support of the Unions of Ireland we
have reached the point where the Minister for Justice has committed to a
nation-wide consultation. This is expected to start in February. We appeal to all
our supporters to look up our website and facebook www.turnofftheredlight.ie

SIPTU is part of the stronghold of 48 partners to the campaign.
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ATRIONA Crowe’s recently
published book Dublin
1911 uses photographs,
posters and essays to provide a fascinating insight into life
during that memorable year.
Among the recollections are the
campaigning work of two suffragette groups The Irish Women’s
Franchise League in Dublin and
the Women’s Social and Political
Union in London which called for a
boycott of the 1911 census using
the slogan “No Vote, No Census”.
While they supported the campaign to give women the right to
vote, many feminists refused to
take part in this protest as they
considered the census to be
extremely important for the running of the country and viewed the
boycott to be counter-productive.
(No doubt, Catriona Crowe is
grateful for this latter stance as she

Snapshots from
a restive city
has led the digitalisation of the
1911 census records in her role
with the National Archives and has
helped countless thousands of
Irish people across the globe
retrace their ancestry).
The book, which was published
by the Royal Irish Academy, also
recounts the struggles facing the
working people of Ireland at this
time and carries reports of the
work of Jim Larkin, the leader of
the Irish Transport and General
Workers Union, which he founded

Guinness Archive, Diageo Ireland

By Rosa Whelan

Book Review

with James Connolly in 1909.
By 1911, the union had 18,000
members, mainly unskilled workers who risked going months without work at a time when unemployment was rife even among the
skilled workers of Dublin.
Crowe recalls the atmosphere at
this time: “In 1911 there occurred a
wave of strikes. The Bakers’ Union
engaged in a strike which was the
culmination of two decades of disputes over work practices and pay.
They lost.

“A railway strike also ended in
abject defeat for workers who had
taken on the Great Southern and
Western Railway Companies.
“Some disputes brought minor
gain but the presence of a huge
surplus of unskilled workers
undermined union efforts.
“The battle was growing increasingly desperate as the city moved
towards its greatest Labour conflict, the 1913 Lockout.”
Covering education and health
issues, the royal visit, women’s

fashion, religion and the social life
of rich and poor alike from the
time, Dublin 1911 uses original
visual sources, census documents
and newspaper articles, cartoons
and advertisements to explore
many different aspects of life in
the city 101 years ago
.
Dublin 1911 by Catriona Crowe
Published by Royal Irish Academy; €20
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BEST PRACTICE

Retaining employees who acquire
a disability in the workplace
Early intervention:

Return-to-work plan:

Option for phased return:

Offer appropriate supports from the early
stages of absence from work

Develop a return-to-work plan based on the
above assessment. This plan should detail
what happens in the initial period on
return to work and how any
potential difficulties might
be managed.

A person may need some time to resume
the full range of tasks. Before they return
to work, agree with them
transitional arrangements,
and how they will be
reviewed.

Keep in touch:
When a person is off work, ensure that
they are kept up to date with social
activities and other events at work. Check
that they are comfortable with such regular
contact.

Return to work assessment:
When the person is due to return to work,
give their doctor and your occupational
health doctor a detailed job specification in
order to assess what tasks the employee is
able to do on their return, and any special
requirements they may need to do their
work.

What to tell colleagues:

Reasonable
accommodation:
Before they return to work,
discuss with the person what
supports they may need to do
their job – for example, assistive technology, flexible
working hours. Ensure these
supports are in place when they return to
work.

Ask the person what they
would like their colleagues
to know about their disability. Discuss your joint
approach to this.

Reintegration into work:
Train line managers so they are able to
offer the appropriate supports to a
colleague with a disability and to help

them reintegrate into the social life of the
workplace.

Progressing a career:
Continue to encourage and support the
person to develop and to pursue their
career goals.

Performance management:
The work performance of an employee who
has acquired a disability should be
managed and evaluated against their work
goals.

Redeployment:
Where someone with a disability can no
longer do their original job, consider the
option of redeployment to a suitable
vacancy.

Members with questions relating to the above or any other disability-related issue can contact Disability Champions Rhonda or Frank at disabilitychampions@siptu.ie or 01 8588210.

Three tests to check for
healthy thyroid function
MIND
YOUR

HEALTH
By ILLONA DUFFY

T

HE thyroid is a gland at the front of
the neck just below the voice box. The
thyroid produces hormones, which
help control our metabolism and it is
therefore vital for healthy living.
Common problems with the thyroid include
under activity, over activity and swelling of the
gland.
The thyroid produces two hormones called
triiodothyronine (T3) and thyroxine (T4). It is
these hormones that regulate our bodies’
metabolism and growth.
The levels of these hormones in our blood
are controlled by another gland called the pituitary that is situated in our head. It produces
thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) which
depending on its level will increase or decrease
the production of T3 and T4.
These are the three blood tests that are used
by your doctor to determine if you have a problem with your thyroid and to decide on the
treatment if you have thyroid disease.

Hypothyroidism
This is a condition where the thyroid is not
producing enough thyroid hormone.
It is very common, affecting 2% of women,
especially those over 60 years of age. Only 0.2%
of men are affected.
The most common reason for this disorder is
an inflammatory disease of the gland causing it
to reduce the production of the hormones.
Patients will usually present with tiredness,
weight gain, dry skin and hair, constipation,
heavier periods and will complain of feeling
cold all the time (cold intolerance). More severe
symptoms can include hoarseness, thinning of

the outer eyebrows and swelling of the face
and hands.
Blood tests will show low levels of T3 and T4
and raised TSH level. The TSH is raised as the
pituitary gland tries to stimulate the thyroid
gland.
Sometimes patients will be told that their
thyroid hormones are normal but that their
TSH is raised. This may mean that they are
developing hypothyroidism and they will be
advised to have the bloods rechecked.
Hypothyroidism is easily treated by giving
the patient thyroid hormone tablets. It is
important that the patient takes the tablets regularly and attends for regular blood tests. The
dosage of the tablets may need to be altered
and the blood test will always be repeated six
weeks after any change.
Patients with hypothyroidism are more at
risk of high cholesterol but this will improve
with the hormone treatment. However, any
woman over 50 who is on treatment should
also have a DEXA scan done to rule out osteoporosis.

Hyperthyroidism
This is a condition where the thyroid
becomes over active and therefore is producing
too much hormone. This means that the levels
of T3 and T4 will be high and the TSH level will
be low.
It is much less common than hypothyroidism
and affects less than 1% of the population.
Typically, a patient will present with palpitations, weight loss, sweating, heat intolerance
and a tremor of the hands. Some patients may
also present with a swelling of the thyroid

gland in the neck and bulging eyes.
Because the thyroid hormones increase activity, they will have a fast heart rate and may feel
short of breath and easily fatigued.
This disease is treated with Carbimazole
(Neomercazole) a drug that reduces the production of T3 and T4 by the thyroid.
It can take some weeks to lower the hormone
levels, so often the patient will also be started
on a tablet to reduce the palpitations and
tremor (propranolol). The patient will be
advised to have their hormone levels checked
by blood test on a regular basis.
Some patients do not respond to the medication and require the destruction of thyroid tissue. This is usually done by taking radioactive
iodine and will be undertaken in a hospital setting.
Unfortunately, some patients then develop
hypothyroidism, as is it impossible to control
how much thyroid tissue is affected.

Goitre
Goitre is a swollen thyroid gland. Patients
may notice a visible swelling of their neck
which may affect one or both sides of the neck.
Sometimes the gland presses backwards and
patients may complain of difficulty with swallowing.
Blood tests will be done to determine if the
gland is producing normal levels of the hormones.
An ultrasound of the neck may also be
arranged and this will help in diagnosing the
cause of the swelling. A special radioactive scan
may be done if the swelling is irregular and, on
occasion, a biopsy of the gland may be taken.

Illona Duffy is a GP and member of the Irish Medical Organisation
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The culture of freedom
J

AMES Connolly was very
influenced by Alice Milligan’s
use of visual culture as a
means of social protest and
political transformation.
He was especially impressed by
her visionary commitment to
reviving Irish culture and language
from within Belfast and by her use
of early photography, magic
lantern projections and tableaux in
activating local communities as
well as rallying the international
diaspora.
During the 1897 royal visit to
Dublin, James Connolly and Maud
Gonne used one of the Gaelic
League’s magic lanterns to project
onto Dublin’s city walls photographs of the famine witnessed
and documented in
the West of Ireland.
The reanimation of
Irish culture in public
space became for Alice
Milligan and James
Connolly a foundational part of the
process of decolonisation.
Both Milligan and
Connolly derived from
and inhabited multiple
positions of marginality;
they also both believed
that the north was central to the ultimate success of a
united democratic Irish Republic.
It is little wonder that Connolly
honored Milligan by naming his
1916 play after her poem Under

Catherine Morris, Cultural Co-ordinator at TCD and the National Library
of Ireland, looks at the legacy of nationalist visionary Alice Higgins

Alice Milligan, left, co-founded the cultural journal the Shan
Van Vocht – a publication that carried an early draft of the 1916
Declaration, written by James Connolly. Catherine Morris, above
right, looks at the Omagh-born nationalist’s legacy in her new
book Alice Milligan and the Irish Cultural Revival

Which Flag?. It was
a question they
debated publicly
for all of their
lives.
Milligan and
Connolly had first
met in Belfast in
1896 when she
commissioned
him to write four
articles for her newly founded
internationalist Belfast journal, the
Shan Van Vocht.
Milligan invited Connolly to use
the pages of her journal to promote
and explain his ideas “on the pro-

gramme of political and social
reform” and soon after helped him
to set up the first Belfast branch of
his new organisation, the Irish
Socialist Republican Party.
While she completely supported
Connolly’s socialist views and
objectives, Milligan strongly
opposed on feminist and republican grounds his recommendation
for Irish people to vote Irish socialists into the British parliament.
She called on Connolly to publicly debate the issue of Irish parliamentary representation in
England stating that: “In advocating the formation of a democratic

party in Parliament they
[Connolly’s Irish Socialist
Repubican Party] are taking the
broad road that leads to destruction, as such a party would
inevitably be in alliance with the
English Labour Party.”
Connolly’s views expressed in
Milligan’s journal have much resonance as Ireland moves into a
decade of centenaries.
He suggested the Irish Cultural
Revival was in danger of breaking
its energies in reified commemoration and he urged Milligan and her
readers to connect their ideas
about national cultural commemo-

ration with “vital living issues”.
“If the national movement of our
day is not merely to re-enact the
old sad tragedies of our past history… it must demonstrate to the
people of Ireland that our nationalism is not merely a morbid idealising of the past, but is also capable
of formulating a distinct and definite answer to the problems of the
present and a political and economic creed capable of adjustment
to the wants of the future.
“This concrete political and
social ideal will best be supplied, I
believe, by the frank acceptance on
the part of all earnest nationalists
of the Republic as their goal.”
It was in the 1897 edition of the
Shan Van Vocht, that we encounter
Connolly’s first draft of the 1916
Declaration. With Ireland led by a
socialist political movement it was
possible, he argued, to imagine
how, “the Irish Republic might be
made a word to conjure with… a
rallying point for the disaffected, a
haven for the oppressed, a point of
departure for the socialist, enthusiastic in the cause of human freedom.”
Catherine Morris's book, Alice Milligan
and the Irish Cultural Revival has just
been published (Four Courts Press, 2012).
Check outwww.fourcourtspress.ie.
Catherine Morris also co-edited the James
Connolly special issue of Interventions
journal in which the lost manuscript of
the 1916 leader’s play Under Which Flag?
was published for the first time. You can
read more on Milligan and Connolly on
her blog: http://catherinemorrisculturalcoordinator.wordpress.com/

OBITUARY Pearse Hutchinson

So much
more than
a poet of
protest
ON the Sunday after his funeral
RTÉ Radio One broadcast, in succession, two tributes to Pearse
Hutchinson. The distinctive voice
first heard on Raidió Éireann in
1946 was featured on Bowman:
Sunday 8.30 and, afterwards, on
Sunday Miscellany, a programme
with which he had a long association.
Hutchinson, who died on January
14th, aged 84, would have been
pleased and perplexed in equal
measure at the prominence given
to a poet for long denied the critical

attention he richly deserved during
a lifetime marked by a commitment to the values of fairness,
equality and decency.
Pearse Hutchinson was a talented
poet, translator, critic and broadcaster. His commitment to socialism and to republicanism owed
much to his Dublin-born father.
Harry Hutchinson had emigrated to
Scotland and was sacked for his
role as Treasurer of Sinn Féin. He
was interned in Frongoch. Pearse
wrote with rare compassion and
insight. His love poems are power-

Pearse
Hutchinson:
Leaving a
legacy to be
celebrated

ful yet tender and a recurring
theme of his work is the right to
dignity and respect, especially the
rights of those who occupy the
margins – socially, culturally, politically and linguistically. He was a
consistent supporter of the labour
movement and over the years made
himself available for fund-raising
events and readings.
Trade unionist, Francis Devine, a
close friend, recalls in particular his
support for the striking miners during the dreaded Thatcher era, and
his support for the Irish Anti-

Apartheid Movement.
On the Sunday Miscellany tribute, Peter Fallon of Gallery Press
recalled first seeing Pearse
Hutchinson read at an event to
mark Human Rights Day in Liberty
Hall in December 1967. Fallon, who
went on to become his editor and
publisher, described Hutchinson as
“a protest poet”. That he was – and
so much more. It is right his passing should be mourned but even
more fitting that his legacy should
be re-discovered and celebrated.
Séamus Dooley

Shamrock and Harp
Music and a small
plant
we had for emblem
s once.
Better, surely,
than lion or eagle.
Now our proudest
boast
is a dangerous beas
t of prey.
From At Least for a
While, 2008, Galler
y Press
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FILM REVIEW

Through
blue rinsed
spectacles
European Commission’s Istvan Szekely and Klaus Masuch of the ECB at the troika’s
press briefing in Dublin on January 19th Picture: Photocall Ireland

A Chara,

The Irish Times (January 17th,
2012) reports on the Croke Park
agreement and the troika thus:
A Fianna Fáil delegation, which
met the troika yesterday, said its
officials had praised the Croke Park
agreement, saying it was working
well. “They told us that it was a
good model as it was achieving
greater efficiencies through a consensual approach,” said a party
spokesman.
The assessment does not tally
with the views of some senior fig-

ures in Fine Gael and in business
who have called for reform of the
Croke Park deal in light of deteriorating economic growth prospects.
Given that it was many of these
people in business and blue shirts
who got us into this cycle of deteriorating growth in the first place,
perhaps they would become leaders in the proper sense of the word
by leading us away from the austerity stage, through re-employment
and back into growth?
Yours etc,
Dr Jack McGinley

Austerity Pact is
a robbers’ charter
A Chara,
THE Central Bank’s quarterly
report exposes the train wreck that
passes for the economic and social
policy of this bankrupt
Government and failed system.
The system, both at the national
and the international level, continues like a ball bouncing downstairs, falling deeper into crisis.
The mounting payments to service this odious debt – which could
cost the people nearly €9 billion
this year, plus the payments to
bond holders due this year, coming
to about €5 billion – are unsustainable. Growth is now forecast to be
no more than 0.5%; this is far
below what the Government and
all the establishment think-tanks
believe is necessary to “pay our
debts”.
The payment of this odious debt
piles more and more pain upon

the people as this Government and
its EU allies attempt to deal with
the massive socialised debt on the
backs of the people, to save the
German and French banking system.
They have constructed a permanent debt relationship that will
continue indefinitely, with massive
transfers of wealth from the people of the peripheral countries to
the finance houses of Frankfurt
and Paris.
The austerity pact is permanent
and is a pact to fleece and rob the
people. It is to ensure that more of
the people’s money will be spent
on servicing a debt that is not
theirs than will be spent on the
basic needs of the people, such as
decent health and education services.
Yours etc,
Eugene McCartan
Community Party /Ireland

Picture: Alex Bailey/Courtesy of Pathe Productions Ltd

Beware of people
in Blue Shirts!

Meryl Streep’s protrayal of Maggie Thatcher captures the Iron Lady’s every nuance perfectly

By Jean Kennedy

I

T is strange that this biopic
of Margaret Thatcher has
been made at all, considering that the former British
Prime Minister is still very much
alive albeit now in her twilight
years and suffering with dementia.
In a performance worthy of an
Oscar, Meryl Streep is Margaret
Thatcher, whose life story is told
through flashback depicting the
octogenarian remembering
moments that shaped her and
the effect her political life had on
her and her family.
Her recollections take place as
she is clearing out her dead husband’s belongings for charity
with her daughter Carol (Olivia
Colman), who helps care for her.
Although her husband Denis
(Jim Broadbent) died in 2003, he
is a continual presence throughout the film.
He is portrayed as affable, laid
back and supportive of his wife,
but as she moves in and out of
lucidity and struggles to accept
the reality of his death, the audience is given a personal and intimate portrait of Margaret
Thatcher that is designed to elicit
sympathy for the subject, ahead
of what may controversially be
the first state funeral for a British

Prime Minister since Churchill.
The film covers Margaret
Roberts’ early years as the daughter of a grocer, who influenced
her conservative values and nononsense attitude, her time in
Oxford University, her courtship
with businessman and fellow
Conservative Party member, the
young Denis Thatcher, and her
election as Tory party leader.
But this is not a political film,
as it literally flits over her years
as Prime Minister from 1979 to
1990.
The film only touches on her
antipathy towards trade unions,
the Falklands war, the 1981
Hunger Strike, the support of
Ronald Reagan with whom she
had a common ideology, and her
opposition to European integration, which ultimately led to her
forced resignation, when she
said: “I am proud that we have
left Britain in a better state than
we found it.”
Although it is made clear that
there was opposition to her policies – protesting miners are in
evidence – there is no explanation of the social devastation
caused by her policies in the UK
during her term of office including massive unemployment –
which rose to four million at one

stage – and little mention of the
pits she closed in favour of
importing cheap coal from
Apartheid-era South Africa.
Abi Morgan’s screenwriting
works as a character retrospective
and as an insight into Thatcher’s
personality.
“I am a thoughts and ideas
over feelings person” and ”I prefer the company of men” are just
two of Margaret Thatcher’s more
memorable statements, but in
order to explore the political
issues in any depth, the film
would have worked better as a
TV series, documentary or docudrama.
Notwithstanding the above,
this film is well worth seeing if
only for the sublime performance
of Meryl Streep.
Although all the cast is superb,
Meryl Streep captures Margaret
Thatcher’s character, carriage,
accent, tone of voice and every
nuance perfectly.
The film has apparently garnered 6.29% of its total gross in
the Republic, second only to
London.
This may be due more to
Meryl Streep’s popularity in
Ireland than for any great fondness for Margaret Thatcher.
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Health and Safety

Grim tally for 2011 as 55
die in workplace accidents
By Sylvester Cronin

A

T the end of last year, we
learned that a total of 55
deaths were reported to
the Health and Safety
Authority in 2011, resulting from
accidents that occurred in Irish
workplaces.
These figures exclude other
work-related deaths that did not
specifically happen in the workplace, as explained in a previous
article (Liberty, September 2011).
However, comparing like with
like, the number of people killed
in Irish workplace accidents
increased from 48 in 2010 to 55
last year and this represents an
increase of seven – or 15%.
This is the second year in a row
that workplace deaths have
increased: in 2010 there was an
increase from 43 in 2009 of five –
or 12% – giving an increase of
almost 28% over the previous two
years.
The really worrying aspect of
this is that it comes at a time
when the Government wants to
cut the resources allocated to protecting the health and safety of
workers in Irish workplaces.
HSA Chief Executive Martin
O’Halloran said: “The fact is that
behind these statistics, there are
human tragedies, lives lost and
families ruined. Everyone has the
right to go to work without danger
to their safety or health.”
We agree wholeheartedly with
that statement, but the crucial
question remains – how are workers’ rights to go to work without
danger to their health and safety
going to be vindicated when there
are cuts to the resources for such
protections as well as vicious

For the second year in a row, there has been a rise in the number of employees killed in workplace accidents in Ireland – 55 workers lost their lives last year Picture: Photocall Ireland

attacks on the very legislation that
is designed for their protection?
More disturbing is the support
given to the view that ‘we can’t
afford all this health and safety
and legislation’ held by right-wing
politicians, including some
Government ministers.
Occupational Injury Benefit (OIB)
OIB statistics from the
Department of Social Protection
show that there is a small reduction in the number of valid claims.
However, this reduction becomes
insignificant when it emerges that

there is also a substantial increase
in the number of work days lost –
a whopping 20% – up from
423,934 in 2010 to 506,403 last
year.
With the year-on-year increases
in workplace deaths and lost work
days through work-related injuries
and illnesses combined with cuts
in resources by Government – it is
clear Ireland is moving in the
wrong direction altogether.
If ever there was a time for the
relevant minister, Richard Bruton,
to redouble his efforts to reverse
and reduce work-related deaths,

Thinking
of holidaying
in Ireland?

injuries and illnesses, it is now.
Richard Bruton must realise that
poor safety and health standards
are a huge net cost to the state, as
outlined in many past studies, e.g.
Report on Economic Impact of the
Safety, Health and Welfare at Work
Legislation (INDECON, 2006, for
Dept of Enterprise, Trade and
Employment).
Safety Representatives
Under current occupational safety and health (OSH) legislation,
workers in every workplace have
the right to select at least one safe-

ty representative to represent them
in matters relating to OSH with
their employer.
This part of the legislation, it is
probably fair to add, is underutilised and could be strengthened
greatly with some innovative
thinking and changes.
Part of that would be to give
powers to competently trained
safety representatives – such as
happens in Scandanavia – to issue
Improvement and Prohibition
Notices for unsafe or dangerous
conditions, work-practices, etc. in
their workplaces.
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Retired Branch Secretary, Cork No 1 & 3 Branches

A true champion of workers’ rights
IT IS a great privilege to have the
opportunity to reflect on the life of
a decent and wonderful trade
unionist such as Jerry.
Jerry joined the ITGWU in his
teenage years back in June 1959
and never stopped working in the
interest of others until his long
and courageous battle with his illness prevented him from doing so.
Apart from two short stints in
construction, Jerry worked in companies which were household
names in Cork – Lee Hoisery,
Verolme Dockyard, Sunbeam
Wolsey and Youghal Carpet Yarns.
He became a union activist at a
very young age and held many
positions throughout his long and
dedicated life in the movement,
including shop steward, Branch
Trustee and also Branch President
of his beloved Cork No 1 Branch
before joining the full-time staff of
the ITGWU as a Branch Official in
1980.
Jerry was justly rewarded for his
tremendous hard work when he

Jerry Mullins: Big hearted & unassuming

was promoted to Branch Secretary
in 1996. However, one of his
proudest moments was being elected President of the Cork Council of

OBITUARY Owen McCooey

Trade Unions in 1995 – an honour
he truly deserved, given his enormous commitment and dedication
to the work of the Trades Council
over a long number of years.
Some of the people who Jerry
loved and was greatly influenced
by in his trade union work were
the late Ned McNamara and the
late Pat Kerrigan.
Just like Jerry, they were hugely
respected figures – renowned for
their integrity and dedication to
helping others in the movement.
Jerry was a modest and unassuming man, never seeking to be
in the spotlight – which belied his
great appetite for hard work and
his commitment to improving the
position of workers and their families.
He had a great heart and was
considerate and thoughtful –
always willing to lend a hand,
regardless of how difficult the situation or disputes were.
Jerry didn’t regard working for
the union full time as a job!

Monaghan Health
Services Branch

Joe O’Flynn
General Secretary
SIPTU

Staunch fighter
against bigotry
Owen
McCooey:
Decent, fair
minded and
dedicated to
the trade
union
movement

After retirement, Owen remained
active with the retired members
section and held the Chairman’s
position until his death.
One of Owen’s proudest memories was being present at the official opening of Liberty Hall and at
his funeral service, his dedication
to trade unionism was represented
by the inclusion of a recent copy of
Liberty as one of the symbolic
objects depicting his priorities in
life.
Owen was also a passionate follower of Gaelic games and, above
all else, a dedicated and proud

were as many again throughout the
length and breadth of the country
that greatly admired Jerry and held
him in great esteem as a colleague
and a friend.
Margaret has lost a husband and
lifelong companion, Jerry’s sons
and daughters lost a loving father
and we lost a great trade unionist.
Jerry was a tireless fighter with a
big heart – a true champion of
workers and their rights – a man
we were all proud to call a friend!
On behalf of the General
Officers, the National Executive
Council, staff, the members of
SIPTU and his huge circle of
friends in the movement, I want to
offer our deepest sympathy to
Margaret, John, Jim, Diarmuid,
Margo and Gerry’s extended family
on his sad passing.
Ár dheis dé go raibh a anam.

OBITUARY Bobby Gourley USDAW

Committed to trade
unionism all his life
OWEN McCooey passed away on
Friday, December 16th, 2011, aged
85, after a short illness. He was a
committed trade union activist all
his working life and indeed
remained active in the retired
nurses association until just weeks
before his recent death.
A native of Clones, county
Monaghan, Owen joined the
ITGWU at the beginning of his
career as a psychiatric nurse in
February 1949.
He quickly developed a reputation as a decent and fair minded
individual who was always willing
to advise, help and stand up for
fair play for others.
During his working life he was
constantly active and involved in
union affairs and at one time or
another held almost every position
on the local union committee
including a number of years serving in the chair.
He was fully committed to the
ethos of trade unionism and for a
considerable period undertook the
unenviable and onerous task of
collecting the monthly dues from
individual members prior to the
time when deduction at source
and standing orders became the
norm.
Owen was regularly sought out
by younger staff when they needed
advice or guidance as he had a
deserved reputation of being fair
minded and gifted with sound
judgement and common sense.

Instead, he regarded it as a great
privilege to be able to protect and
promote the interests of workers,
always striving for a fairer, better
and a more just society for all.
Many of the workers that Jerry
represented were employed in difficult, vulnerable and low paid
jobs. When some of these workplaces eventually closed, he felt the
hurt and despair almost as much as
the workers who were losing their
jobs.
He fought hard to secure the best
possible terms to help cushion the
workers and their families from
the hardship of losing their livelihoods – and many workers were
very grateful to Jerry for his
unstinting efforts.
Even in retirement and enduring
ill health, Jerry continued his work
with the union, the Trades Council
and the Cork Centre for the
Unemployed.
While many of you in Cork were
friendly with Jerry and knew how
dedicated and loyal he was, there

family man. He was predeceased
by his wife Kitty in 1998 and he is
survived by sons Padraig and
Eamon and daughters Anne,
Eileen, Patricia, Kathleen and
Martina. He is also survived by a
brother Al (England) as well as sisters Patricia and Sheila (Ireland)
and Rose and Mary (USA).
Throughout his life Owen made
a considerable contribution to the
trade union movement and in particular to the health sector in
Cavan/Monaghan. We offer our sincere sympathy to his extended
family on their loss.

BOBBY Gourley embodied the spirit of the trade union movement
which he was involved with from
his first day of work.
When Bobby retired in 2005 after
23 years leading the USDAW union
in Northern Ireland, he described
his years of service as a “rollercoaster ride.”
Before taking the helm at
USDAW, Bob was active with the
engineering union AEUW, eventually becoming convenor at the ICI
plant in Carrickfergus.
Bobby was a long-time activist
for peace and the unity of workers,
and during the Ulster Workers’
Council strike in 1974 joined the
then-TUC leader Len Murray in the
“back to work” march to Belfast
Shipyard.
Bobby also served on the ICTU
Executive Committee and was
chair of the Northern Ireland
Committee of the ICTU in 2003
when he spoke at the rally held in
August 2002 after the murders of a
Catholic teenager, Gerald Lawlor,
and a Protestant worker, David
Caldwell.
Addressing several thousand
people in front of Belfast City Hall,
Bob said: “The evil purveyors of
bigotry have declared war on us all
and wish to ensure that the legacy
of hatred continues.
“Sectarianism kills all of us and
we must all fight against sectarianism at every opportunity – in our
workplaces, societies, clubs, as well

Former USDAW chief Bobby Gourley was
a firm believer in the unity of workers

as in our immediate and extended
families.”
It is a measure of Bob’s open
mind that he had no qualms, as a
long-serving part-time member of
the UDR, when he accompanied
me to an All-Ireland GAA football
final in Croke Park. Bobby was also
a founder member of the
Progressive Unionist Party and was
a staunch supporter of the ICTU’s
anti-sectarian work.
His bravery in confronting bigotry was matched by his sense of
mischief. You always walked away
from a chat with Bobby with a
smile on your face.
If we can emulate that bravery in
our future struggles against bigotry,
Bob will have the legacy which he
richly deserves.
Peter Bunting, ICTU
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From the Candystripes to
Persepolis and other moves
By Kevin Brannigan

I

T HAS been another busy off
season for the players and
clubs of the League of Ireland
with plenty of movement in
the transfer market, clubs folding
and others just about managing to
struggle on for another season.
One of the oddest transfers
involving an Irish-born player
occurred on Christmas Eve last
when Eamon Zayed the
‘Professional Footballers’
Association of Ireland’ Player of
the Year for 2011 signed a sixmonth contract with Iranian club
Persepolis.The Tehran side commands a huge following in Iran,
regularly filling out its 100,000
capacity stadium.
The move from Derry City to
Tehran netted the Bray-born
Libyan international £85,000 and
will see him compete in the Asian
version of the Champions League,
though he failed to make the final
23-man squad for Libya’s recent
excursions in the African Nations
Cup.
Another big move from Derry
involved Zayed’s former manager,
Stephen Kenny, moving to League
Champions Shamrock Rovers, as
out-going Rovers boss Michael
O’Neill took over the vacant
Northern Ireland hot seat.
Former Bohs manager Stephen
Kenny will be charged with matching O’Neill’s achievements of
league success and progression
into the group stages of the Europa
League, though he will be expected
to do it in a manner more pleasing
on the eye than some of the football played under O’Neill’s reign.
The IFA’s appointment of
Michael O’Neill – a Catholic with a
father who hails from the Falls
Road – can be seen as just reward
for his achievements with the
Tallaght side, but it can also be
seen as an effort to stop the talent

drain of players from nationalist
backgrounds declaring for the
Republic of Ireland.
However, former Derry City
turned Sunderland winger, James
McClean, let it be known early on
it wouldn’t be influencing his decision to go south.
While these moves were taking
place elsewhere in the league, as is
the norm, clubs were fighting to
just make it to the start line of the
new season. Bohemians, champions in 2009, have retained only
one member of the title winning
squad, 35-year-old Owen Heary.
But, more importantly, they will
be staying put in Dalymount Park
for a few seasons more after a deal
was struck with their debtors,
though the threat of extinction still
looms large.
In the west, Galway United
ceased to exist, though there will
be First Division football played
out of Terryland Park with Salthill
Devon re-branding to become SD
Galway FC.
Despite the hard work of the
Galway United Supporters Trust,
the tribesmen bowed out with a
whimper, while it’s doubtful that
Salthill Devon, even in their current guise, will be able to entice
the crowds that once frequented
Terryland back to the ground.
Despite the constant talk of
finances, season 2012 is shaping
up to be the most competitive in a
few years with Sligo Rovers and St
Patrick’s Athletic both quietly
building up squads that – on paper
at least – look as though they
could push Shamrock Rovers and
Derry City.
The return of Cork City, now run
by the fans, and the end of the
forced exile of Shelbourne should
greatly add to the numbers going
to watch games.
Michael O’Neill celebrating Shamrock Rovers victory in the 2011 Setanta Sports Cup. Photo GMK Photography
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“Fergal has a strong commitment to public service
and is anxious to contribute at a national level in
our drive towards recovery. He already has a stable
career in business. . . For this reason I am requesting a remuneration package reflecting an increase
over and above that outlined in the guidelines in
respect of special advisers be considered. In order
to secure the services of Fergal Leamy, I will need to
offer a salary of €130,000 per annum.”

Minister for Agriculture, Simon Coveney, in a
recently published letter to the Minister for Public
Expenditure and Reform, Brendan Howlin, last year
seeking a pay rate above the €92,672 cap on government advisors for former Greencore executive, Fergal
Leamy. Leamy received the higher pay rate only to
leave for a better paid job with a private equity firm
in London five months later.

‘
‘
‘
‘

’

"What happened in our country was that people
simply went mad borrowing…The extent of personal credit, personal wealth created on credit was
done between people and banks - a system that
spawned greed to a point where it just went out of
control completely with a spectacular crash."

Taoiseach, Enda Kenny, blames the plain people in
Ireland for the current crisis when addressing an
audience of bankers and financial speculators at the
annual meeting of the 1% in Davos, Switzerland on
26th January.

’
’
’
’

"He should be applauded not in any way criticised."

Businessman Denis O’Brien, one of the 1% responds
to Enda Kenny’s comments in Davos.

"I'm in this race because I care about Americans. I'm
not concerned about the very poor. We have a safety
net there. If it needs repair, I'll fix it."

Mitt Romney, frontrunner for the Republican presidential nomination in the US outlines his priorities
on Wednesday, 1st February.

CONSTANTIN Gurdgiev and Declan
Ganley former Libertas campaigner, have set
up an asset management company in
Switzerland.
Basically the new operation will help you
open a Swiss bank account. They call it St
Columbanus AG and they make it sound
like a sacred mission.
Look at their website: “We have named
the firm after St. Columbanus who emerged
from the austerity of Celtic Christianity to
become one of the most outstanding
sources of cultural, educational, and spiritual renewal in Europe, which was struggling
to create a new unity from the many regional conflicts resulting from the collapse of
the Roman Empire in the 5th and 6th centuries.” The right wing commentator and
Ganley have not disclosed whether they
have attracted any funds to their new venture but investors should be warned that
the pair have a poor track record in Ireland
where they have peddled some of the most
reactionary nonsense ever heard in their
proposed solutions to the euro crisis.

Wages comparison highlights £60bn loss
A TUC report has confirmed that
workers in the UK are taking
home a shocking £60 billion less
each year than they did more
than 30 years ago.
The poorest 20% of the workforce have been hit hardest as
their wages are 43% lower than
they would have been if their

Rachel Ryan
appointed as
Legal Rights
Official

“There are always young people coming and going
from Ireland and some of them are emigrants in the
traditional sense. Others simply want to get off the
island for a while. You know, a lot of the people
who go to Australia... are not being driven by unemployment at home, it’s driven by a desire to see
another part of the world and live there.

Minister for Finance, Michael Noonan, gives his view
on emigration on 19th January.

Power pray: Ganley and Gurdgiev, above left, have joined forces Picture: Photocall

The National Executive Council
of SIPTU has agreed to appoint
Rachel Ryan to the position of
Legal Rights Official in the Legal
Rights Unit.

share had remained the same.
In contrast, the richest 20% of
the workforce suffered a wage
loss of just 6%, according to the
report, while those on middle
incomes experienced a 35% wage
loss. The report was published
amid huge controversy in Britain
over the continuing bonus culture

for top executives which resulted
in the CEO of Royal Bank of
Scotland, Stephen Hester, recently waiving a promised £1 billion
bonus.
At home, the bonus culture is
alive and well for the top executives, retiring senior civil servants
and expenses-rich politicians.

Michael Halpenny, Head
of Legal Rights Unit retires
Michael (Mick) Halpenny retired
as head of the Legal Rights Unit of
SIPTU in December, 2011, marking
the end of a union career spanning
over 30 years.
At a function in Liberty Hall on
Friday, 20th January, SIPTU General
President Jack O’Connor paid tribute to Mick’s “exceptional abilities”
and “tireless efforts” representing
working people. Jack O’Connor
said his abilities were recognised
by the fact that when the union
had a difficult and important job
needing done it was invariably
Mick who was called upon.
Mick said he was particularly
proud of his role overseeing the

establishment of the Members
Information services Centre (MISC)
and that in retirement he would
continue to work with the union,
in particular assisting with the centenary commemorations for the
1913 Lockout.

